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The Cuervo

COME TO -- THE SUNSHINE STATE.
li ynu want the healthiest climate,
Where jhe pleasant breezes blow,
Just pack your grip for a farewell trip.
And rome 1f NEW MEXICO.
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Whatever you may need for your
personal wear, for your family or
for your home, we can fill your requirements satisfactorily to you.
We can please you as ta quality,
imvariety of selection, and most
portant of all price.
of yourgoinjjto half
kinds of stores to make

no need
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We keep posted on all new products and the
latest styles we try to give you all the advantages of city buyers.
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Pleasure AM Profit
S

Arc insured when you do your banking
business with us. It will be a source of constant pleasure and profit to both you and us if
BANK YOUR BANK.
yotf MAKE OUll

Is

8
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BY

The Santa Rosa State Bank,
Santa
m

Tv.os.v -

New Mexico.
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per yar in advance.
Clipper Ada Mring You Huiiie8 Tl
ONE and SEE! LET US DO YOUK
Wr hiimlle enrclopes. etc

No. 2.
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The Oil Fields of Texas j

j
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im Ftrguon's trial for the, murder of Waller Sultoii began at 9
o'clock Monday nt Santa Rosa,
with with wi'.nessus ubsetit on both
sides. The trial continued until
aliout 1 o'clock Tuesday, P. M.
when the jury were charged anfl
retired to the jury room to deliberate. Tht ir deliberations couliu- About
uhiI throughout the nignt.
daylight Wednesday morning they
came to an agreoment, whereupon,
the Judge and other interested
iriiilies who had retired laie in the
niglil were aroused and called to
court room to hear the jury's verdict. "Ther verdict was that of
the lightest possible other thau an actjuittal.
Extreme interest prevailed all
during the trial, the Court room
beiny crowded to its capacity most
(I the time. Night sessions wero
held Hnd it was during time when
the court rdom was overly crowdA number of the defendant's
ed.
from
witnesses were prevented
barthus
their
testimony,
giving
tendevidence
the
alt
almost
ring
doubing to show the cause of the
le killing at Newkirk on July gin,
1918. The Stale persisted in elim.
mating any testimony tending to
show other than murder in the 1st
degree, and it was murder in the
first degree that three attorneys
lor the State endeavored with all
thpir might to influence the iury to
return a verdict. Thi'y claimed
and tried to show that there was
no cause or. excuse oi tba part of
the
the defendant iu inflicting

NOTHING ADDS MORE TO YOUR
APPEARANCE THAN A BANK BOOK SUP-

PLIED

OF

Arc daily making men ami women independently wealthy. 1 housanus ot
people have laid down at night too poor to own a comfortable home, and have
been awakened in the morning to be informed that they have been made rich
over night. Oil did it.
T.11P i miv'a T,mp rui1! tlio fnrv nf frtlmlntis virhf rrint: is flnwino ir ovd- den streams from the ground in Texas. It all reads like a fairy tale, but it's
the truth. 'Texas is today offering the greatest opportunity of a lifetime. Never
before and perhaps never again win sucn opportunities no oiiereu anywnere.
YOU DON'T HAVE To UVt .v TEXAS To BENEFIT fROM HER GREAT OIL WELLS!
mmniw w ( 1
aim
inKm Iff iwu -l
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wounds that produced the death of
either Walter Sutton or hi? lather,
V. A. Sutton, and that the de
fendant, himself, through his own
fpstimmiv admitted murder in the
first degree.
The jury was composed entirely
nf Mnvirfllis. and their verdict in
the case was determined solely up
on such testimony as was permit
ii d hv the State. Their verdict
bears out the oil repeated . asser
lion that their race holds a high
of reverence for the female
decree
o

m
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Capital Stock $60,000.00, Shares 10.00 Iiaeh, is now offering a limited amount of stock at par
J10.00 per share, and we want to tell you what this may mean to you. YOU may be one ol those
who will gain riches through the Munger Ranch Oil Company.
EN V I E L I)
3 0

ACRES 1NPR0V

The Munger lianch Oil Company owns a lease of 30 acres iu in the Iowa Park oil field. It is just
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JURY BRINGS
IN VERDICT
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CI ipper,

Cuervo, Guadalupe County, New Mexico, Friday, April

12.
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sand and can lis drilled in from one to three weeks.
These wells are producing from the 700-fowells.
Take
of
these
will
your pencil again, figure 30 wells of 50 barrels
bear
acres
30
easily
Thirty
a barrel tor royalties and cost ol
Allow
barrels.
50c
1,500
each,
pumping 1,500
daily capacity
barrels at 82.00 a barrel 83, 000.00 a day clear money. 30 days, $i0,000.00 monthly income. Do
made from Texas oil come from?
you see now where these princely fortunes that aie

WIIAT ITMEANS IN DOLLARS AND CJiNTS
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See what 10 shares, $100 wortl. ol Munger Oil stock may do for you. $00,000.00 equals 150 per
cent on the entire capitalization ot the company, so it can pay on your $100 of stock a dividend ot
A $200.00 investment, woirta mean $300.00
a
$153.00 every month and that means i,8oo.oo year.
in
Munger Ranch stock would make you
$1, 000. 00 invested now
H month or $3,600.00 a year.
wealthy.
independently

MUNGER RANCH OIL COMPANY OLWICKUS

are among the leading business men ot Wichita Falls, and do not want a dissatislied stockholder
in the campany, so they say

YOUR MONEY" BACIv IF YOU WANT IT
in

Youare invited to investigate this proposition
can
days after drilling has been started, you

auy maimer you see (it, and at any time up to 15
yourst'ock and get your money back if you want it.

"OPPORTUNITY
IS IIYOUR
think of investing in oil,
your money in

NOW

a company
you
get
Above all things net into the game now
men.
backed
and
by
responsible
acraRe
owning proven
.....
,.you,
,,
wlMle you .cat) Rtasii (lie v
iliyideHJ opportunity ui muni, i.im;f. iv
ThiB coupon and your check may end forever all your financial troubles.
to become independently wealthy.

,

MONEY13ACKIFYOUWANT1T

MUNGER RANCH OIL. COMPANY,
612 7th St., Wichita Falls, Texas.
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Ranch Oil Company, at ptr value ol $10.00 per share, hilly
I deaide
if after invoatigatiiif,',
promise to return my money

NAME
ADDRESS

nhares of stock in the Munger
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YOU FOUND US READY AND PREPARED TO
ACCOMMODATE YOU IN OUR LINE.

IN
YOU WILL.

THE FUTURE
FIND

US

MORE READY

AND

PREPARED TO SERVE YOU THAN EYER.
WE ARE RESOLVED TO PLEASE.

M OISE BROS. COMPANY
1
IT. SANTA 1WHA, N. MUX,
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THE WAR IS OVER

On various occasions during the
trial the Judge was forced to nip
for order owing to demonstrations
which came in repouse to climaxes
The delendant re
of the defense.
mained calm and composed all
through the proceedings, lie ex
hibi'.ed no signs of uneasiness at
any time. And it was only wuen
a States attorney referred to the
testimony of his little girl as being
a speech prepared and placed iu
her mouth by older heads that the
defendant showed signs of an approaching end of his endurauce.
At this writing court has adjourned tor the term. The Judge,
District Attorney and assistant atVetorney haye relumed to Las
The
defendant,
home.
their
gas,
his attorneys and witnesses haye
all returned to their respective
ulace's ot abode.
has
No uenaltv
,
r
It is not known
been assessed.
just what proceedings are to
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K end to Insure a lastiug peace it is
8& put natural that you start a bank 3
SUPERVISIONS.
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From Florida.
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To The Cuervo Clipper:
We bought us, what looks to us
like a nice little home. And you
can now send the Clipper to
Lee St., Ft. Myrs, Fla.

nr hpiir bouts almost all
ot the time. We saw tojr planes
pass over the city today.
Wo

Paragraph

253
The Continued Story of Local Ada,
und Current J'iraits In D(1 around
Cuervo.

Notice to the public I have
taken over the Rawleigh business
formerly conducted by W. F.
Weatherboe and have moved the
entire stock to the Cash Store. I
also have the accounts due 'V. F.

ucts.

Bond

11

e,

f

Yl Ym

V

A,

Dr. Emmer

SANTA ROSA,

NEW MEXICO.

'

Weuthcrbee. and retpiest all who
are indebted to him to call und
seme same, or pay rum when you
meet him. Call ut the Cash Store
whmi 111 need ot Rawleigh prod-

S. J. T. Pepper.
Judge Aldrege of Tucumcari vis- ilid the Clipper plliue Wednesday,
We get all of the oranges and
g
l50-gBell City while here enroute home from San-l- a
FOR SALE:
that we want to oat.
grape-frui- i
Rosa, where he had been in
as
good as new,
Can have bruised ones from the Incubator, almost
five
at court.'
of
used
short
First
a
time.
only
packing houne for the carrying
Mrs.
Merrell of Wan-ettLueuida
M
See
it.
not
rH.W,E.L.ang,
dollais gets
them away. But the Dr. will
sends
in a dollar and
Okla.
but
let me fiat any of the oranges
The rapidly growing grass is
this
that
requests
paper knep ita
fruit
says I may eat all of the grape
making the country around here visits to her
home,
seen
have
many look greener every day. And as a
that I want,
i' M. Gibbons of Newkirk, was
fruits ot fame that aee new to me; result the Editor's milk cows are
here
yesterday enroute home from
and the' flowers, my! my!
coining in home late, and some bantu Rosa where he had been a
ft seems strange that the dirt times lay out all night.
witness in court.
doesn't blow.
T. L. Lewis shipped several car
W. R Braley of Amarillo, Tex.
We can walk about 2 city blocks loads of cattle, Wednesday.
was at Santa uosa, tnis week, as
to the pier and get good fish for
J. M. and W, U. Smith were in court witness.
ten cents per pound. Some of the Cuervo, Wednesday, and the forPete Dockery submitted final
choicest kinds are fifty cents per mer took advantage of the oeoa-siolietore judge Harbin, Tuesproof
on
to call at the Clipper ollioe to
pound. One boat burned here
day,
using J. N. O'Bannou and J.
the river last evening. So if yuii renew his subscription and that of II. Downing as witnesses.
A
am fnnd n( fish iust steo over and his brother, E. K. Smith of Wap.
I will see what I can do for your anucka, Okla.
appetite.
K. Kent ol Los Tanos, handed
P.
Another man is in town today 119 a dollar to keep the Clipper
ftom New Mexico. Ue must aim coining to him.
Physician and Surgeon,
moved
bus
to stay awhile as he has bought a
GriSith
L.
T,
SANTA ROSA, NEW MEXICO.
A PART OF YOUR MONEY IN cook stove.
to town und are domiciling in the
Calls answered day or night.
THE FIFTH VICTORY LIBER
Kind wishes to the Clipper and house recently vacated by PostI
TY LOAN.
IUv. T.VI
master Bennett.
i leauers.
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and the time has come when people bs
Ha i.nirfiKuarrn mnre nleasant and s5
ji profitable times.
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The Story
Lady
By CLAUDE
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"Where did we leave off lHHt thwl
Oh, j ph; well, Weenie Weenie Haw the
old witch coming and lild In th trunk
of the giant oak." A buzz sounded
ii nd Loretta hml to break In on her
connection,
story to give Howe one
but she started hi again almost immediately.
It wan an odd thing to lie telling
stories to a little lioy she hnd never
Keen and whose rout name she did not
even know, but Irettn did not let
that Interfere with her telling powers.
Khe vsiis swiichbourd operator In the
lloberts' big stored. About Ave Saturday nights before the had heard a
little volee over the wire say:
"I'lonse tell me a story, Miss Telephone (llrl. There Is nobody to tell
Bonny Hoy stories on Saturduy nights
when daddy Isn't here."
It was the lipped I In the little voice
thut got around Loretta's heart strings,
so she started In telling him the stories
she had told her own brother when he
was that small the brother that wus
now overseas fighting for his country.
Interruptions were tunny, but Sonny
Hoy did not seem to mind them.
"liease tell me more," he would say
when she finished one story, so soon
Lorettu had to resort to her Imagination to find stories to tell him. It was
by accident thut he got her connection
the first night, but she arranged with
the central operators to put him on
her line when he asked for the Ktory
Lndy. That was the nuine she told him.
to rail her.
Once when her voice had grown
tired Loretta asked Sonny Hoy something about himself.
"I live with my daddy," he said. "I
hnveu't any tiiamuin now, Paddy tells
mo stories every night but Saturdays,
and then he's awuy, but I like your
stories, too,
"Ills name's Just Daddy," he answered to her request for his father's
11

Positions were few and far between,
she found, but at last one came her
way and a recommendation was asked
for. She detested the Idea of asking
the superintendent
at Huberts' for
one, but remembered Mr. Roberts JilHt
in time. She bad never spoken to hlio
personally, but he had always been
very nice over the wire, Ills voice
bad told her that he was a klkd man
and would treut her fairly. He hnd
had enough experience w!'h her In a
business way to be able to recommend
her for this other position, too.' It was
Saturday night he would be In his
ofUce.

Loretta dodged past Forbes as she
went through lie. store and up the
stairs that lei to the ohices. Mr.
Roberts was If-- his private office. The
waiting root was brilliantly lighted.
Coming out f a dark corridor Into It
blinded Ix;fetta for the time being. A
stifled sob brought back her sight
There was a little boy of about five
years huddled In the corner a lonely
looking little fellow Just like Sonny
Hoy.

"Man's came before he finished the
story of the 'I'rlneess and the Hoses,"
a little voice sobbed. It was Sonny
Hoy. Loretta recognised bis volcei
She forgot everything else but the
yearning that had been In her heart
for months, as she took the little fellow In her arms, "Where did he leave
off?" she asked as she brushed aside
the tears.
Sonny Hoy knew her at once. "Just
where the prince was climbing the
tower," he answered, after he hud
kissed her In delight. Loretta picked
up the thread of the story and went
on.
Her voice rnlsed Just a trifle as she
nenrcd the end. "And the prince said,
'Now, I have found you !' " She paused
a moment for breath.
"And will take you to the Land of
Hoses," (Inlshed a strange voice. Unseen, tho private ofllee door hud
opened and Mr. Huberts had entered.
Loretta realized It for the first time.
He was Sonny Hoy's daddy.
"This Is my Story Lady," Sonny Hoy
cried In glee. "Isn't she pretty, daddy."
No wonder Loretta stammered over
the reason for her visit.
"I won't recommend you for that
position," Mr. Roberts said, when she
had finished, and then when he saw
her face fall, added, with a smile:
"Itecause I have a much better one to
offer you. What would ymi say to being Story Lady In the department I
am going to open for the care of the
children who come with their mothers
who shop here? You will have complete charge of It all."
Sonny Hoy looked on while she expressed her thanks for the kind offer
and voiced the willingness to accept
the position. "I thought you were going to bring my Story Lady home for
my tnamnin," he Interrupted.
"Hush I" bis father said, In confusion, while Loretta tried to hide her
blush.
Just as she was lenvlng, her ftice
radiant with the prospect before her,
she heard his father whisper, "Not
now, Sonny ; bo patient for Just a
while."
"Just a while," she repeated to herself. "Dreams do come true, sometimes."
And so

hers

did.

HOW CAN YOU TELL YOUR

RELIEVED HIS

FAVORITE TOBACCO?

Sumner Shaw Tells of His Defeat

Is Plain as the Nose on Your
Face Just Smell It

Doesn't hurt

to

OFF

lift

"."II

itemetnher that you don't have to
get up nt some unseemly hour, Uncle
Hummer,' says Susie. 'We don't have

them

until eight

breakfast

"Vrll,

I dropped

right

off

to sleept

tme a usual j
up
and turned on the electric light at
the head of the bed, I found It was
only three o'clock.
"
'Now, then,' says I to myself, Til

save to get another nap.'
"But that was easier said than done.
Tne hnrder I tried the wider awake I
was.
I guess It was Insomnia, fast
enough. Finally I got to thinking over
Well, probably I'd done
my past life.
worse things In my life, but what I
seemed to fasten on wns a little busi-

transaction with the Widow Wlg-S'I sold her a sleigh nt my own
price; and the very next day I sold one
just like it to Cnp'n Gray, nnd he beat
me down five dollars, and I made something at that. In the circumstances I
of fflt as if It would be no more than
ness

A tiny buttle
Don't suffer t
Freezona costs but a few cents at uny
drug store. Apply a few drops on the
poms, calluses uud "hard skin" on bottom of feet, then lift them off.
When Freezone removes corns from
the toes or calluses from the bottom of
the feet, the skin beneath Is left pink
nd healthy and never sore or tender.

The Real Trouble.
The other dny two cousins were on
Has
Every Ags
Surprises
their way to the store to do some shopEach generation brags about the InTho little boy wus complaining
ping,
ventlons of Its time, writes "Oirard" In
of not having nny time to piny.
the Philadelphia. Press.
Florence sold: "You know, Edward,
We call the roll today nnd find to
our credit the airship, automobile, the days are very short."
"Oh," said Edward, "the days are
Reallzad That Forbes Was to Blamt phonograph, typewriter, electric light,
not so short, but tho errands are too
for It
telephone, submarine and wireless,
In Webater's day they' were as long."
name. "We're lonely, daddy and nie,
amazed
at their own Inventions nnd
I wish you were at our place, Story
BOSCHEE'S SYRUP
those of the recent past--thtele
too."
wishes
so,
Lady. Daddy
the steam
railroad
the
train,
graph,
"Hut your daddy doesn't know anyWhy use ordinary cough remedies
and the gas light.
when Boschee's Syrup has been used
thing about me," Loretta had said In ship
Hut, bless your soul, dust off that old so
for fifty-on- e
years In
panic.
school book copy of science and rend all successfully
of the United States for
"Oh, yes, he does; I've told him
parts
some
centuries
IS
ago:
about your stories. He knows the this, penned
bronchitis, colds settled In the
"In my own time there have been roughs,
It
throat, especially lung troubles?
story of the Princess and the Hoses, Invented
transparent windows, tubes gives the patient a good night's rest,
the hettcxt story. He fella it to me
for diffusing warmth equally through free from
sometimes, too. lie's going to find you
coughing, with easy expecand bring you to be my mumniii. all parts of a building and shorthand, toration In the morning, gives nature
to
a
such
has
been
carried
which
per a chance to soothe the inflamed parts,
Where do you live, Story Lady, and
fection that a writer can keep pnee throw off
the disease, helping the pa
why can't you talk to me other nights
with the most rapid speaker."
but Saturday?"
tient to regain his health. Mude In
Hen Pitman's al
So
It
seems
that
am
"I
America and sold for more than bait
only here Saturday nights,"
leged Invention of shorthand had been
she bad answered.
century. Adv.
Co
before
over
1.0(10
years
"That's the nights daddy's away; anticipated
to
America.
came
lumbus
he'll never find you." There had been
Appropriate.
"A friend of mine who Is a very busy
a little pitiful note In the child's tone
Timber Wolves Kill Caribou.
when he said this that touched Loretta.
girl has aKk'xl me to Ret her a hat
Timber wolves are working havoc What kind would you get her?"
It dwelt with her and she thought of
It often. She wondered If Sonny Hoy's among the caribou herds around Lake
"If she Is such a busy girl, I would
father would ever find her. Of course, Athapnpuskow, 100 miles north of the get her a beaver."
she could find out who he was through Pas, the present northern terminus of
Don't Forget Cutlcura Talcum
the central operator, but she preferred the Canadian National railway. Trap
to have him remain a mystery. Some- pers and hunters report that tho cari
When adding to your toilet requisite
how she felt like the princess who bou are being slaughtered by the bun An exquisitely scented face, Rkln, baby
would not seek a prince, but knew love dreds.
and dusting powder and perfume, renwould bring the right one to her some
The caribou are accustomed to dering other perfumes
superfluous.
You may rely on It because one of the
day who would carry her off to the swarm Into the' Lake Athapapuskow
Land of Hoses. She hnd waited so region every summer to pasture Cutlcura Trio (Soap, Ointment and
long for just such a prince herself, )t on the rich graBS that carpets Talcum). 25c each everywhere. Adv.
Rppiued he would never come.
the forests and swamp lands. They
Eskimos Play Football.
Paring the week Loretta planned usually withdraw at the approach of
new stories for Sonny Hoy's Saturday cold weather Into the barrens of the
Football Is a favorite amusement
night. She wan too conscientious to fur North, where they winter Immune with the Eskimos of nil ages nnd Its
neglect her work, but Forbes, the head In a country free from wolves. They origin Is lost in remoteness.
The
floorwalker, took special note of the delayed their northward migration this sphere is made of sealskin stuffed with
mild
of
the
because
temperatures reindeer hair.
faraway look on her face, and remem- year
bered that he had a daughter at home that have prevailed on their southern
who could do switchboard work, with feeding grounds and, caught In the
Naturally.
the result that one pay day a note heavy snows, they buve fallen easy
Knlcker Tho round robin was a
was enclosed In Loretta's envelope In- prey to the wolves.
success.
forming her that her services were disBecker Now for a round dove.
A
Junker Type.
pensed with. She realized that Forbes
to
blame for It, but was to proud
was
"The German Junkers are such a bad
Enigmatical.
to ask for an explanation.
lot that their very virtues would bo
"Did you find your girl ready to
,
faults In other people."
To lose her jiuKltlon Just at that
elope, Silas?"
The speaker was
when everything was dull, was
"Yes, and the fellow to hoot."
on.
went
He
Gerard.
a
but
Loretta hnd
particularly trying,
me
Germans
remind
Mrs.
of
"The
few dollars laid aside and tried to look
k Waolestmr. Cleanihia.
upon the cheerful side of It. It meant Snilff'8 second husband.
Belresklna 'nil H..lln.
" 'My second ain't no saint,' said Mrs.
that her stories to Sonny Hoy would
Lave to cense, and the dream of his Snilff, 'but lit say this for him he's St
nesa. Soranen
Llg broad tihonldercd father and the better than my first by a long shot.
tion,Uchingand Burning
of the Eves w Eyelids.
Lome that needed a loving hand would
He's In Jail so much, you see, that Z!WH
Alter
Drops"
the
Movie. Motoring or Gott
I
I
to
earn
fade
of
have for uiy rill
Line
forever. The thought
practically all
vour confidence
Ask Youi
own use."
lot fin
Murine when your Ere Need Cere. Dnusist
Uuit was hardest of all to bear.
Mil
Murine jr Hmdy Co,, Chic&go

Youri
aCVftS

l;ASToniA

Genuine Castoria

L

ALCOHOL -- 3 PER GENTTj
I AVe$eabtefreparatorAs

fair to go to Mrs, Wiggln and make
her the same discount. Hut you are
apt to lot such things go, nnd pretty
soon she took sick nnd died. She had
no Immediate family, nnd the property
went to distnnt connections out of the
state. So I kind of let the thing slide,
as being of no great consequence, anyway.

"But It loomed up big there In the
dark, and at last I hnd to promise myself that If I lived to Ret home I'd get
clear of that five dollars somehow. At
that time a Belgian relief fund was being rnlsed, nnd I concluded that It
would please her as much as anything,
If she could know It, to put down n
subscription In memory of Mrs. Maria
Wiggln.
"Having settled that, I felt easier,
but not renl sleepy, as It still seemed
a long ways ahead to breakfast time.
Then It occured to me that about
eighteen years' Interest ought to go
with that five dollars, and I fell to
considering how much tbnt would be.
I am pretty good at figuring In my
head, and I could have worked out the
dimple Interest easily ; but compound
Interest Is another matter.
However,
I began .casting It up, and I got ns
far as the fifth year. Then the next
thing I knew Susie wns singing out:
Tirenkfnst, Uncle Sumner!'
' "So you see, reckoning Interest (rot
the better of Insomnia that time.
Mebbe. though, purging my conscience
hnd something to do with It. You are
welcome to both of these remedies,
Mr. Jenkins," he added with a friendly
wink, "In case the squire's doesn't
work." Youth's Companion.
.

A Rare Bird.
The
stork, one of the
most Interesting and valuable posses
sions of the London Zoological society
Is dead.
It was a native of the Up
per or White Nile, and so far ns Is
known the only living specimen of
this remarkable bird In Europe.
As
long ngo as 1S0O the then British vice
consul at Khartoum Mr. Pethertck,
himself nn Indefatigable naturalist-brou- ght
two specimens to London, and
these were the first ever seen alive
In Britain.
After nn Interval of mnny
years the present sirdar Sir Reginald
Wlngate presented to the society the
specimen which has just died, and
which was a familiar object In the vl
clnlty of his palace at Khartoum. Vis
itors to the garden In Regent's park
will recall
the rather melancholylooking bird In the aviary adjoining
For long pe
the southern entrance.
riods It remnlned almost motionless,
save for the twinkle of fin extra mo
bile eye.
white-heade-

d

Safety in Debate.
"Papa," said Willie Hohenzollern,
"aren't you worried about what they
may do with us?"
"No, Willie. There is so much dif
ference of opinion as to what would
be a suitable retribution that I think
the argument may easily be prolonged
Indefinitely."
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PUZZLED THIS LIFE MERE PATCHWORK

Hard to Account for the Pleasant to Think That in the
All Things Will Have
Erratic Movements of Deep.
Full Completion.
Water Fish.

Find It

but when I woke

e

Mothers Know That

to bed.

off with fingers

,

For Infants and Children.
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Po.jr.lbly There Are Others Who Would
Sleep More Peacefully if They
Squared Up With Conscience,
as He Did.

The schoolmaster, who with others
was whlllng away an hour In Squire
quote the Encyclopedia Britannica.
Mnrr's office, complained that he had
Naturally, there in considerable differnot been sleeping well lntely, He digence in the kind of flavorings used, and
nified his trouble by calling It Insomthe nose quickly detects this difference.
nia.
As might have been expected.
TUXEDO Tobacco uses the purest,
most wholesome, and delicious of all
the squire had a specific.
chocolate. And the almost
flavorings
The thing ro do," he snld, "Is to
universal liking for chocolate in a great
make your mind as near a blank as
measure explains the widespread popuWhen I find that my mind
possible.
larity of TUXEDO Tobaoco.
Is disposed to work overtime. I resort
Carefully aged, old Burley tobacco,
to the old nursery Jingle t 'The House
plus a dash of pure chocolate, gives
That Jack Built.' I repeat It rather
TUXEDO Tbbacco a pure fragrance
your nose can quickly distinguish from
slowly from beginning to end, and go
any other tobacco. Try it and see.
over It ngnln and again. xTo me the
Is very soothing, and the picWktson B.Colmrmn.Wutt- - rhythm
Booka fre. High-etures that the words call tip are conPATENTS Ington.lli;
rafanneea. Hen roaulu.
stantly chnnglng, just as In dreams.
1
Presently I begin to get a little tanAlien Bulls.
It Is not only in Ireland that bulls gled np, so that perhnps It will be
are made. A lady residing in Krance the priest all shaven and shorn that
having reproached her wood merchant milks the cow with the crumpled horn.
for sending her wet firewood, he re It Is not long after that before I drop
Into real slumber that lasts until I am
piled:
"Madame, I have the honor to ny awakened, may be, by the cock that
that If the wood bad not been ,wet It prows In the morn."
'Did jnu ever try reckoning Interest
would have been perfectly dry."
A French butcher, on being asked as n means of Inducing sleep?" asked
for a beefsteak, imswered :
Sumner Shnw, the cnrrlnge maker.
"As n rule, I'm not much subject to
"I have no beefsteak of tocf todays
but I can offer you good beefsteaks of Insomnia," he went on. 'lint I got an
pork 1"
inkling of what It is like when I was
staying overnight at my nephew's In
the city, four years ago, or so. They
CALLUS CORNS
make long evenings, and It must have
been close on to ten before I got off

LIFT RIGHT

.'.

tS

of Insomnia.

Smokers do not have to Dut tohswo
In their pipes to find out if
they like it.
They can juit rub the tobacco between
of
the palms
their hands and smell it.
The nose is an infallible guide to smoking enjoyment.
All smoking tobaccos employ soma
flavoring "to improve the flavour and
burning qualities of the leaves", to

mm
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The erratic movements m fish are
constant source of worry to scien
tists, who, try ns they will, can never
account for the vagaries of these
Hero Is a case In point: In
May, 1879. the fishing schooner Hutch-Ings- ,
Hulling from Gloucester, Mass.,
was under the command of Captain
Klrhy, trawling for cod oft Nantucket.
A strange fish came up In the nets, a
large creature covered with yellow
spots. The men caught over two tons
and brought them to land, where they
were found to be nn entirely new family. Scientists named them "tile hah."
for three years, till 1882, the fish were
caught in huge numbers, then the
"bankers" reported that they were no
longer to be seen. The news came that
the son was covered with dead tile
fish. Six thousand square miles of sea
were almost hidden by the dead bodies.
Authorities said that there must have
been n volcanic disturbance or else
some deadly disease had killed off the
fish. In 1015 a schooner working in
the same waters caught the tile tlsh In
uhuiidiince, and to this day the fish
are there in millions.
a

y

Life at best seems only a patchwork.
By the time the artist learns to paint
a picture which Is considered worth
while, his hand has become shaky,
nervous or palsied and he cannot paitit
the thing In 'his heart for which, all
his life, he had been preparing.
Hy
the time the business man has earned
enough money to keep him In comfort
for the rest of his days he bus often
lost the capacity to enjoy the fruits of
his labor. When the mother has raised
her boy to manhood her offspring
leaves her for the sake of someone
he loves better, and by the time the
man learns to really appreciate his
mother she Is taken from him. Nothing seems ever quite finished, quite
mature, quite as it should be In this
on
world. Perhaps in the
another planet we shall all find that
every Incomplete 'thought and work
of our lives has been fitted Into the
completed temple of life which we
may then Inhabit forever. Los Angeles Times.

Whiskers Reappearing.
noticeable' feature in masculine
appearance Is the increasing fashion
The Proper Star.
of whiskers. At present they are only
femshouted
the
"Men,"
tall, gnunt,
small affairs of the Albert variety,
inine lecturer who felt herself delemade popular by the prince consort.
gated to superintend the reconstruc- The whisker is no longer than two
tion of the world. "You must confingers' breadth, but there Is no telling
struct, you must build, you must have what dimensions these side
products
show
to
the
of
for
work
something
of the war may assume.
on
the prodyour hands. Don't depend
It Is an army fashion, just as benrds
uct of the other man's handiwork."
of the Crimea.
were an
"We don't, lady," called out the chap
The present whisker originated among
with the shoulder braid and the limp,
officers whose right arm, stiff or im"A lot of us fellers roll our own."
paired through wounds, cannot be
India rm polls News.
raised easily to the level of the ear,
so prevents n clean shave to the
It's a poor phonograph that Is un- nnd of the
cheek. London Chronicle.
top
able to speak for Itself.
A

after-growt-

Insincerity has tnken a few orders,
but it never held a Job very long.

h

The small boy occasionally
sumes time by eating dates.

con-

flC

Dissatisfaction in tho
Quality or Price

of Coffee

is easily remedied by changing your table
drink to

.

THE ORIGINAL

Postum Cereal
Boiled just like coffee 15 minutes after
boiling
begins you are certain of uniform quality.

The price doesn't fluctuate from one month to
the next
And besides there's only one grade
You get it in every package.

the best
'

There's a greater reason however why you should
drink
Postum-HEAL-

TH.

No upset to stomach, heart or nerves the
penalty many pay for coffee drinking
follows the
use of Postum. It's a rich, healthful, invigorating
drink, and

"There's a Reason
wiwwwAAWWWWWWWVWVWWW
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THE CUERVO CLIPPER.

SCHEDULES OF TIME MAKE LEISURE FOR
WOMEN WHO FOLLOW THEM CONSISTENTLY

worth;

d
And bv his own discreet,
life.
Alone reproves the erring.
Ella W. Wilcox.

'

As strawberries become more plen
tiful they may be used In various des
serts. The following Is one which is
Milrersally liked:

St rawberry
"vTash
Cream.

and hull two quarts
of ripe berries and

-

self-respe-

HERE'S

A

SAMPLE MONDAY MORNING

PROGRAM.

sprinkle them with
two cupfuls of su
gar; cover and let stand two hours,
then squeeze through a double thickness of cheesecloth. Add three pints
of thin cream and a few grains of salt.
Freeze, using three pnrts Ice to one of
rock salt. Serve in sherbet cups and
garnish with selected strawberries.
Manhattan Pudding. Pick over one
quart of berries; sprinkle with
a cupful of sugar and let stand
a
hours.
twp
through
Squeeze
cheese cloth and add one cupful
of
water and lemon juice to
taste. Turn the mixture" into n mold.
Bent one pint of cream until stiff, add
cupful of powdered sugar,
f
tablespoonfnl of vanilla nnd
of a cupful of rolled maca
roons. Pour over the fruit mixture to
overflow the mold. Cover and let stand
packed In Ice and salt (one part salt
to four pnrts Ice) for three hours.
Milk Sherbet. Mix the juice of
three lemons and one and
rupfuls of sugar, stirring constantly
while adding four cupfuls of milk.
Freeze and pnek t ripen. The mixture
mny curdle while mixing, hut It will
freeze smooth and velvety.
Ham Mousse. Dissolve one
of granulated gelatine In one-hacupful of hot water; add two cupfuls of cold boiled ham, which has
been pounded In a mortar. Season with
one teaspoonful of mixed mustard and
f
a few grains of cayenne. Add
cupful of heavy cream beaten until
stiff, nnd turn into a mold which has
been dipped In cold water. Chill, remove from the mold and gnrnlsh with
parsley.
Sauce to Serve With
Cucumber
Fish. Wash, peel and grate one or
two cucumbers ; season with salt, grated onion, vinegar nnd pepper.
one-hn-

one-hal-

two-thir-

one-hn- lf

table-spoonf-

lf

one-hnl-

"Simplicity Is restful contempt for
of life. It Is restless
the
that Is
hunger for the
the secret of most of the discontent of
world."
the
THINGS

TO REMEMBER
VEGETABLES.

ABOUT

Acid-Stoma-

h

WITH MEATS.

three-quarter-

one-thir- d

rolled line, four eggs well beaten, one
teaspoonful of pepper, one tablespoon-fu- l
of chopped parsley, one teaspoonful of summer savory, one-hateaspoonful of ground nutmeg nnd one
f
teaspoonful of cinnamon and
teaspoonful of cloves. Mix well and
bake In a slow oven for five hours.
Let stand In the dish In which it wns
baked several houri before serving.
Scalloped Chicken. Shred the chick
en left from Sunday dinner.
Cover
the bottom of the baking dish with the
chicken, then with bread crumbs, not
too dry ; repent with another layer of
chicken nnd crumbs, dot with bits of
butter, season with salt and pepper
and cover with enough milk to moisten
well. Unite until well heated.
Veal Loaf. Take two pounds of
cooked veal, two pounds of chopped
pork, six cupfuls of cracker crumbs,
one cupful of tomato, two lnrge onions,
chopped, four eggs and seasoning to
taste. Mix nil together with the hands
until It holds Its shape, then roll and
cover with crumbs. Hake slowly two
hours.
Baked Ham. Take a thick cut of
ham from the center, abotft four Inches
thick. Cover with a thick layer of
brown sugar, add water and bake one
to two hours. Baste during the baking
very 'frequently.
lf

one-hnl-

"The power of self control Is one of
the great qualities that differentiates
man from the lower animals. He Is
the only animal capable of a moral
struggle or a moral conquest."
' GOOD HOMELY DISHES.

When making bread save a cupful
Onions are rich In sulphur, one of of sponge for a
the valuable minerals needed In the
Bread Cake.
T wo
to
body.
Take one cupful of
three grains are
f
sugar,
cupful of
needed each day
one cupful of
shortening,
activifor body
flour, one cupful of bread
ties. Onions dissponge, one egg nnd spice
solve
uric acid
and raisins to taste. Put
and absorb poito rise after beating well
sons.
are
They
and when well risen bnke
a tonic for nervIn a moderate oven.
ous troubles.
Dried Apple Cake.
They Induce sleep. Nervous prostra- Stew two
cupfuls of dried apples until
tion is helped by a diet of onions. Insoft enough to chop, then add two cupsomnia Is cured by a
walk
in-a supper of baked onions and fuls of molasses, with atplces to taste,
nnd boll with the drained chopped apbrefi nnd butter.
Drain and reserve nil the liquor;
Onion sirup may be made by cook- ples.
mix with one cupful of sour milk,
ing in the oven a plateful of sliced one
cupful of shortening, four cupfuls
onions
with of flour, two
sprinkled
generously
tenspoonfuls of soda and
will
This
cure the worst cough, mix
sugar.
then add the chopped
well,
also good for croup.
nt the last. Hake In a slow oven.
A chopped onion poultice Is a most
Corn ' and
Scalloped Tomatoes,
effective remedy for bronchial or lung Onions. Butter a
dish
suitable
baking
trouble. Itonew when dry.
for the table, put In a layer of corn,
Carrots are rich In Iron, increase the season with snlt and pepper, add a
red blood cells, are a good spring few bits of
butter, then a layer of totonic, clear the complexion, are rich mato pulp with no juice nnd a very
In phosphoric acid. The tender leaves
of thinly sliced onions, then
thin
are rich in this same mineral; they repeatlayer
the' layers. Cover and let cook
should be eaten as salad. Carrots are one hour or until the onion is
tends.,
good for nervous people and those suf- Ilcmove the cover, spread over the top
from
aslhma.
fering
a hnlf cupful of buttered crumbs and
Lettuce is good for nervousness ; hake until the crumbs are browned.
will Induce sleep.
Hamburg Cakes. Put a pound of
Celery also is good for nervousness, meat from the top of the round
servleenbla In counteracting conditions tlnough a meat grinder, add a teawhich leud to neuralgia iind rheuma- spoonful of onion pulp, a teaspoonful
tism.
of snlt, n half cupful of broth or cold
Tomatoes are a fine liver stimulant. water. Mix thoroughly, then pat Into
The acid when fresh Is especially cool- cakes nnd cook In a
broiling to the blood.
er. When moisture is seen on the top
Beahs," spinach, raw cabbage and as- of the cakes, turn and cook on the othparagus are all rich In Iron and phos- er side. Ths meat may be broiled In
phorus, which are good for anemic a thick slice if preferred, but Is equalpeople.
ly delicious cooked before a coal Are
Spinach nnd dandelion are rich In in small cakes.
Iron and act directly upon the kidneys.
Deviled Salmon. Take one pint of
Asparagus is another kidney stimu- cream sauce, add a teaspoonful of
lant.
Worcestershire sauce, the juice of one
Water cress, found in mnny brooks lemon, suit, pepper and a can of s"l.
In quantities, Is rich In tonic, properr
mon, Mix well and fill shells or
ties and should be used freely In the kins.
with buttered crumbs
spring. Serve with a dash of suit or and bake until the crumbs are brown.
with a simple French dressing.
Fruits of various kinds are also rich
In mineral salts and acids; good for
the system. Lemons are for liver trouble
and rheumatism. An orange at night
Rcugh on Old Clothes Men.
A teaspoonful
relieves constipation.
(Vveti hundred nnd forty million
or two given often to the baby be- pounds of wool, grease equivalent, were
tween milk feeding will keep its di- used by manufacturers in the United
gestive apparatus in good working or- States during 1918. Much of this wool
went Into clothes for soldiers, while
der.
The apple Is one of the most valua- the old clothes man culled in vain for
ble df frill's, eaten fresh or baked. "An the shiny and patched garments worn
eeps the doctor awuy."
by civilians at home.
apple s l
one-hal-

Rise, dress,

put

all beds to

...

alr.

Prepare breakfast
Breakfast

...

Wash dishes, plan meals for Monday and Tuesday.
Make beds . . . , .
Prepare laundry for Tuesday
.Clean living room, dining room, kitchen and bath..
Trepare lunch
Lunch

6.00-- 6.30

7.00
. . . 7.00-- 7.30
7.30-- 8.30
, . .
. . . 8.30- - 9.00
. . . 9.00- - 9.30

...
.

.

6.30- -

0.30-11.0-0

v11.00-12.0-

0

. . .12.00- - 1.00

::x::wx-:-

two-mil-

e
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considers one's needs ns distinguished
from the temptation of purchasing at
"bargain" prices something one can
OF BIG IMPORTANCE do
without.
Promotes saving, since a systematic
study of what we have and what we
Purchase and Upkeep of Clothes must buy necessarily Implies acting
after due consideration rather than
Is Made Much Easier.
upon impulse.
Helps one to coutMbr quality in re
and Intelligently Fol- lation to price, since this Is one of
the fundamentals of good buying, and
lowed, Should Enable Men and
economy does not mean getting the
Women to Be Better Dressed
most In the way of temporary appearfor a Given Amount.
ance for as little money as possible,
(Prepared by the United States Depart-- . regardless of the character or suitabil
ity of the goods.
meat of Agriculture.)
Economy In purchase and upkeep of
clothing Is easier when expenditures
are planned in advance. The woman
who so plans and classifies her expenditures will set aside a sum for clothing based on the clothing she has on
hand and the use she can make of it,
on her known ueeds, and on her inSalt fish can be used In chowder.
come. The clothing budget should be
her guide when she buys. Even If she
Cauliflower
makes an excellent
does not do Just what she hus planned
soup.
she will be more likely to avoid mistakes than she would If he acted
Orange jelly Is excellent to put Into
without giving the purchase careful
consideration with respect to her ex- layer cake.
penditures In general. Budgets well
Dried fruits and cereal may be
followed
planned and . intelligently
should enable men and women for cooked together.
the budget system is equally valuable
Before oiling a floor, be sure it la
for both to be better dressed for a
given sum than when purchases are absolutely clean.
made haphazard, and frequently savBedsprlngs should be painted with
ings are possible, In the opinion of
department of agriculture home eco- aluminum paint to save from rust.
nomics experts.
Good gored aprons can be mad
A budget-Sho- ws
the relative amount which from old skirts, especially white linen
.
ones
should be spent, for clothing as compared with other needs and the relaSave all pieces of clean unprlnted
tion of the probable purchases to what
one hus on hand.
paper that come to the house the
Should prevent unwise spending, for small children can use them for drawInstance, at "reduction sales." since It ing or for their play.

CLOTHING BUDGET

IS

d

9l INttalF5rr
Housewife

ch

Is the real cause of the
One of the worst features of
is that very often it literally trouble.
starves ita victims In the midst of
Naturally, the sensible thing to do
plenty. And the strange thing about is to strike right at the very cause of
An unusual but very tasty meat It is that the
this trouble and clean the excess aeld
people with
dish Is the meat sandwich. Take two seldom know what their trouble out of the stomach. There Is a quick,
slices of veal, small really Is.
easy way to do this. A wonderful new
No matter how good or wholesome remedy quickly removes the excess
Between
steaks.
them lay a slice of the food may be, or how much they acid without the slightest discomfort.
ent, they do not gain In strength. It Is KATONIC.
Made in the form
s
ham cut
This is
by the fact of tablets they are good to eat
of an Inch that an clearly explained
just
cannot properly like a bit of
candy. They literally
thick ; fasten to digest food. Instead of
healthy, nor- absorb the Injurious excess acid and
gether with skew- mal digestion, the excess acid causes
carry It away through the Intestines.
ers nnd bake until the food to sour and ferment.
Then
also drive the bloat out of the
well done. Cut In when this mass of sour, fermented They In
fact
can fairly feel It
body
excess
with
strips and serve with a
food, charged
aeld, passes work. Make ayou
test
of KATONIC In
into
the
becomes
the
gravy.
Intestines, It
your own ease today. Oct a big box
for
all
kinds
of
germs of EATONKj from
Potted Ham. When a ham Is boiled breeding place
your druggist. See
there is often much waste of the small and toxic poisons, which In turn are for yourself how surely it brings
quick
absorbed into the blood and In this
those
which
relief
In
do
pieces
not make a presentapnlnful attacks of Indistributed throughout the entire
ble slice. Mince until fine, then rub way
body. And thnt Is exactly why It Is digestion, bitter heartburn, belching,
to a smooth paste, using
fat. thnt so many thousands of people eat disgusting food repeating, that awful
Season well with salt nnd pepper, heat and eat and keep on eating nnd yet bloated, lumpy feeling after eating and
Banish ull
thoroughly und pack while hot In are literally starving In the midst of other stomach miseries.
small Jars.
make It your stomach troubles so completely
plenty. Their
thnt
forget you have a stomach.
Spiced Meat. Take two pounds each absolutely Impossible for them to get Then you can
eat what you like and
you
full measure of nourishment out
of veal nnd pork, three pounds of fine- the
of their food. And It doesn't take digest your food In comfort without
ly chopped beef, eight milk crackers
long for this poor nourishment to show fear of distressing after effects.
WAYS

SEASONABLE DISHES.

Wise Women Have Time for Reading as Well is Cooking.
(Prepared by the United States Depart- any baked products? Oh still another
ment of Agriculture.)
day do you puzzle as to why you are
One thing drilled day after day Into so tired and then remember
that the
the boys who are coming back from day before you had felt so
energetic
camps or overseas Is "schedule," a that you both washed and Ironed, just
time for everything and each thing for the fun of It? If you are guilty,
done at that time. Housewives need then "schedule" Is what
yon need.
that drill.
Making Weekly Schedules.
The argument will come np,'"But
Woman's work Is scheduled most
woman's work Is never done. It can- easily by the week because of the numnot be put In the same- class with a ber of weekly tasks. These must be
soldier's life at all."
taken Into account as well as the dally
Woman's work Is full of many tasks, ones. Some which do not come as
It Is true, but that is just why she often as once a week must be taken
should work by a schedule. Do you care of, too, In the
budget of time.
remember the day when you were a Each woman has different things she
little girl that your mother told you must attend to, bo any schedule or
you might go to Mary's to play If you budget of time will have to be worked
finished washing the dishes by 1 :30 and over or used only as a pattern to be
You finished at altered when necessary.
washed them well?
'Every day a
1 :20, while the day before It had taken housekeeper has these tasks:
L Preparation ol three meals.
you much longer, and yet you had
2. Dish washing.
washed no more dishes. It was simply
3.
Car of beds.
because you had an aim In your work
4. Light cleaning of used parts of the
and you concentrated on what you house.
were doing. A judicious sprlnSling of
At least once a week she has these
leisure-hou- r
treats, if you do your work tasks:
J. laundry.
quickly and well, might have the same
2. Marketing.
result now.
8. Special
cooking.
Wasted Time Saved.
4. Sewing or repairing.
6.
Thorough cleaning of house.
But more than that, making a plan
6. Cleaning
of wlndowB, silver, or fit
of work or a schedule causes the
tings
7. Cleaning of refrigerator.
"head to save the heels." It always
If there are children in the family
pays and It makes a woman "watch
her step" much more closely. It will more tasks must be put In each of the
lists.
ovoid waste time and such calamities
The Daily Schedule.
as having the cleaning of the dining
The list made, the next question Is
room coincide with the meal hour. By
Its aid housekeeping Is put on a busi- how to arrange the day's work. That
will depend on the housekeeper hernesslike basis.
"But what a hopeless task It Is to self, but she should have a definite
foresee all the tasks In a day," a dis- preference and stay by It In order that
her work may become efficient.
senting voice says.
Such a schedule will make the ca
If you cannot remember all the
See ual observer appreciate the multitude
work you do, watch yourself.
what duties there are that present of tasks that come up in the daily life
themselves necessarily and what come of a housekeeper. It will Increase her
to see the list of
from poor planning and mismanage- own
ment.
things she is doing each day, but more
Are you one of those women who than that It will Increase her Interest
get cleaning spasms on days when the in housekeeping. To work by schedule
larder is low, and "just feel like bak- will make her .commander of these
ing" on the days when you don't need duties rather than their slave.

Steals Strength and
Good Feelings From Millions

Worry is the most popular form of
suicide. Worry impairs appetite, disturbs sleep, spoil digestion, Irritate
disposition, warps character, weakens
mind, stimulates disease and saps bodily health. Worry Is mental poison;
work is mental food."

The highest culture is to apeak no 111;
The best reformer la the man whose
eyes
Are quick to see all beauty and all

!
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Its

effects in a weakened,

111

iated body.
You may
hurt nie."

If

emac-

say:
Thnt

"My stomach doesn't
may be Hue because
h
victims of
do not

many

actually suffer stomach pains. Then
again, there are millions who do suffer
all kinds of aches and pains headaches, rheumatic twinges, gout, lumbago, pains around the heart nnd in
the chest who never dream that an

1?

a

does not relieve you,
You
can return It to your druggist and get
your money hack. So If you have the
slightest question about your heijlth
If you feel you are not getting nil
the strength out of your food If you
are not feeling tip-toready for your
work, full of vim and vigor do give
EATON 10 a fair trial this very chiy
and see how much better you will feel.
KATOXIC!

It will not cost you one penny.

at aS
ma

eLZD it

FOR YOUR ACID STOMAGP)

y

EfiX

TD TEL

"Wormy." that's what's the matter of "em. Stomach
end Intestinal worms. Nearly as bud as distemper. Cost
you too much to feed 'em. Look bad are bail. Don't
physic 'em to death. Sitolm'i Compound will remove the
worms, Improve the
and tone m up all round
nnd don t "physic." appetite,
Acts on
ami blood.
Full
directions with each bottle, ana gind
sold by all drugglsta.
S POM
MICIMCAI.
CO., liimhen, Ind., II. g. A.
IV

In a Fix.

"What nre you puzzling over, John?"
asked his wife.
"Why, that Mrs. Newrlch we gave
the St. lienmrd pup to writes asking
If. it should be fed on meut or dog biscuit."
"Well, on biscuit, shouldn't It?"
"Yes, but she spells biscuit with n
'k,' nnd If I spelled the word right It
might hurt her feelings."
"Oh, say meat, then."
"Hut she spells ineut with two 'e's.' "

"Cold la the Head"

an acute attack of Nasal Catarrh. Per.
sons who are subject to frequent "colds
In the hand" will And that the use of
MEDICINE
will
HALL'S CATARRH
build up the System, cleanse the Blood
and render them lesa liable to colds.
Repeated attacks of Acute Catarrh may
lead to Chronlo Catarrh.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE Is tak.
en Internally and acts through the Blood
on the Mucous Surfaces of the (System.
All Drusglsts 75c. Testimonials free.
iioe.00 for any case of catarrh that
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE) Will not
cure.
F. J. Cheney 4 Co., Toledo, Ohio,

Faith in Britain.
Through the darkest days of wnr the
Inhabitants' of Lille never lost hope
that their turn would come to be delivered from the Invader by the British army,.
,
An English officer remarked to his
French host In that town thnt the
people of Lille must have learned a
fair amount of (Jcrmnn during the
enemy occupation. "On the contrary,
monsieur," wus the quick reply, "as
soon ns tho Hoche enterd our town
we set ourselves to learn English."
Montreal Ileruld.

Is

Triumph Over Necessity.
Manhood begins when we have In
any way made truce with Necessity;
begins even when we have surrendered to Necessity, us the most part
only do; but begin Joyfully nnd hopefully only when we have reconciled
ourselves to Necessity; nnd thus in
reality triumphed over it, and felt Hint
In Necessity we are free. Cnrlylo (Es-

says).

To keep clian and healthy take Doctor
Pierce's Pleasant Pellets. They regulate

and

liver, boweli

stomach.

Adv.

Japan In the War.
Japan entered the war because of a
treaty with Great Britain, concluded
In

The

IIK)'.'.

ceded

the

orlglnul

alliance

IUiSHo-Japnnes- o

war.

pre-

In

the alliance was further extended
to provide for the defense of Hrltlsh
Interests In India and Afghanistan,
while England agreed to give Jupan
a free hand on Korea. In 1111 1 It was
again modified by the agreement that
(Jreiit Britain Khould not be bound to
aid Japan, iignlnst any power with
whom she had n treaty of arbitration
'
thus excluding the 1 'titled States as
a possible eiioiny.
The alliance hag
been extended to 1021 .
l!K),r)

The man
It all hasn't

who thinks he knows
sense enough to know

A Born Talker.
thnt be doesn't.
Mrs. Iienhn m Money talks.
Itenham Y'ou seem to have been
It takes k good nrtlst or a good
born with money.
actor to draw u good bouse.

Genuine "Bayer Tablets

of

Aspirin"

Always marked with "Bayer Cross"
For Pain

Colds

Headache

Grippe

Toothache
Earache

Rheumatism

V

R

J

Stiff Neck

Joint Pains

Lumbago

Out of Pain To Comfort!
Proved Safe By Millions!

mine-Cove-

Adults Take one or two "Bayer Tablets of Aspirin" witti
water. If necessary, repeat dose three times a day, after .meals

Ask for and Insist Upon

"Bayer Tablets of Aspirin"
American owned

Entirely

I

aluo lnrgtr BVr packages,
80 eent Bayer package
Buy Bayer packages only Oct original package.
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Pithy News Items

GAY

SEAT CHOSEN

c5

Gathered From All Over
i

New Mexico

viy

CLIPPER.
THOMAS LE BRETON

$5,000,000,000

WESTERN

FIRST PAYMENT

FOR LEAGUE

MINING AND OIL
NEWS

I

Waatera Newspaper Union Newa Bervlea.

Acreage of state owned lands In
Now Mexico now available for the
tools of the oil well driller are In excess of 8,500,000.
Oil stock promoter! doing business
wlthlu the city of Albuquerque will be
forced to pay a license feet of $100 per
quarter per company under the terras
of
special ordinance passed by the
city commissioners of that city.
County Highway Superintendent D.
W. Jones, accompanied by the sheriff,
tore down several fences which were
standing across the newly created Abo
highway. The destruction was accomplished on the proposed road west
of Klcardo.
Organization of a Home Builders
company with a capital stock of $100,-00- 0
bus been effected at Santa Fe.
Tbe concern will specialise In the construction of four to
houses,
probably using the Santa Fe style of

CUE&VO

TWO BIG OBSTACLES HAVE BEEN

LEAGUE DRAFT AMENDED TO
SAFEGUARD THE MONROE
DOCTRINE.

-

AGREED UPON BY COUNCIL
OF FOUR.

Weatarn Newepaper Union Newa Service.
A big demand in Europe for copper,
counespecially by Germany and the

tries formerly comprising
as soon as trade restrictions are
Austria-Hungar-

BIG FOUR FIX

sols

FRANCE GETS THE GOAL

PENALTIES

OVER

PEACE TREATY MAY NOT BE PUBLISHED BEFORE IT IS SUBMITTED TO GERMANY.

WILL HAVE SUPERVISION
VALLEY OF SAAR FOR
DUSTRY PURPOSES.

Wtatern Newspaper Union Newa Service.
Paris, April 11. At the meeting of
the commission on a Leugue of Na

Weatarn Newspaper Union Newa Servlca.
Paris, April 10. The council of

IN-

four

removed, was predicted by C. F. Kelly,
president of tbe Anaconda Copper
Mining Company and chairman of the
committee sent to Europe by the Copper Export Associatlftn to investigate
conditions there.
Apparently large
stocks of copper are concentrated In
the hands of the allied governments,
Mr. Kelly said. But the copper consuming industries In the entente coun
tries are without stocks and the government supplies will be much reduced
In the near future by distribution
among consumers. As far as uermany
and her former allies are concerned,
the committee found that copper sup
plies were completely exhausted and
arge quantities would be required
when conditions returned to normal,

hus reported an agreement on the Saar
vulley. The agreement leaves sovtions, ten sections of the covenant
ereignty over the valley unchanged
were considered and passed. The Jnpbut accords to France free of duty
irnese amendment wus not reached.
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and the actual text of the section exIndustry and to replace the producempting the Monroe doctrine from the
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Lens mining district, with the priviIk
not
of
available,
Nations
yet
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American commissioners stated, howColorado.
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architecture.
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by
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be
the
United
to
It
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from
on
Statei,
ficial
Argentina
southern hostess, especially
on Bull hill, by the Excelsior Min
tack of oil fever. Two exchanges are
In the covenant. The adoption stayed in Washington Just long enough council of four specified that enemy tate
now open for the sale and transfer of a charming as Mrs. Edwin F. Gay terms
and Electric Company.
admit
countries
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President
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credentials
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the
Louis
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present
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oil stock. Three companies have been wife
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then
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Una. The Gays are from New Orleans doctrine whs the only real exemption
organized by local capita! and Doming
President resent his country at the peace confer associated nations and their citizens Breckenridge having something like
the
nuide
meeting.
during
men have become Interested In a DumTbe
tons of zinc ore concentrates on
Wilson offered tire iiineniliiient ami ence. Mme. Le Breton and her children due to unjustifiable aggression.
ber of other concerns.
responsibility of the German emperor hand as unsalable at satisfactory
U.S. SOLDIERS ARE SAFE made a plea for It, Buying that he be- are already there.
for the war and the menns for bring- prices has suspended production.
Incident to the codification of the
lieved the doctrine was protected unThe Victoria mine, located above Sa- ing him to trlul by one of the allied
Irrigation district law by the recent
der the terms of the covenant us they
Legislature, It Is now dlsclosd thut Its ANARCHISTS GET WOR8T OF NEW stood, but because of tbe demands for MAIN POINTS SETTLED governments, probably Belgium, have Una has taken its place as a steady
been definitely determined upon by shipper. The last consignment to the
provisions permit women land owners
OFFENSIVE DRIVE IN RUSSIA.
specific exemption, be felt It imperathe council of four.
to tote on all Irrigation district matBoulder Sampling Works returnsd $1,- tive that the amendment should be
decision
follows
definite
This
ters. Under the old law It was rethe
OR
LINER
423.33 for 30,088 pounds of ore taken
GEORGE
WASHINGTON
some
adverse
was
arguThere
lidded.
on the terms of reparation for war from a
stricted to qualified voters but now ALLIES WIN ENGAGEMENT WITH ment, but the amendment was adopted
vein in and near the
DERED READY.
NO CASUALTIES AT SRED
the franchise properly Is extended to
damages, whereby $5,000,000,000 must 400-folevel.
Without prolonged opposition.
11
be paid within the next two years
MEKHRENGA.
persons who have Invent merits.
Ore Is being mined by Lessee Chap
commission assess man on the Thompson claim of the
The State Highway Commission of
Paris. ficnevu, Switzerland, bus WILSON AGAIN ABLE TO ATTEND and an
the remaining damage for a period of Elkton Consolidated Gold Mining ComMEETINGS OF COUNCIL
New Mexico Is advertising for bids on
been chosen as the seat of the League
Weatern Newepaper Union Naw Service.
OF FOUR.
levels of
thirty years beginning May 1, 1021.
of Nutlous, according to iiiiiiouuceineiit
four federal aid rond projects coverpany, at the 600 and
Archangel, April 8. The Itusslun of here.
Thus, two of the great obstacles the main shaft, thnt is shipping to
ing the construction of about forty-fiv- e ficial
which stood In the path of the rapid close to three ounces gold to the ton.
report of the fighting in the Paris. The League of Nations coin- miles of road work in the counties
Weetern Newapaper Unloti Newa Service.
attainment of peace have been re A car of thirty-fivtons was settled
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oners tiiken by the allied forces. The fected by tbe provisions of the cove und tbe
Germany Is to pay the entire cost of
progress made on various
On the American Eagles, located by
expended In this proposed work.
The nant The Monroe doctrine amend
no casualties.
uilles sustained
the commission and staff during the
A publicity
and membership cam- ilolshevlkl have resumed the bombardthe
late W. S. Stratton In person, the
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The first
M. tension which existed In conference thirty years of operations.
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fight- of fifteen years was contained In the
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and samples
There are 700 government employes In
Tbe reparation problem now is con- ority is for the payment of food relief ported eight feet strong
at hired Mekhrongii. They ulso settlement of the Siuir problem affectout from the
carried
in
taken
the
drift
the state of New Mexico, according to ing
sidered definitely settled and ouly furnished to Germany.
up a number of machine guns. ed by the council of four.
n recent survey. This Is exclusive of picked
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council of four today to present the
Germany
Members of tbe new sheep sanitary for several days und three American
radium awaits transportation from one
the fosses sustained from German oc- main to be arrunged. The Polish ques- claims of Poland. The premier will
board elected Daniel Pndllla, repre- soldiers captured by the Ilolshevlkl
of the wildest parts of the state of
of the coal fields of northern tion, Including the status of Danzig, urge that Danzig must be given to
sentative from lJernnllllo county, to be on the Rotable Ozerkl sector, are be cupation
Colorado to the Eastern reduction
Is also Hearing settlement on tbe bus's Poland and thnt Poland must have
France.
awretury of tbe board for the next two ing taken to Moscow, according to Inof the city. the coal fields of Teschen, Silesia, plants. At present the only shipments
are thut there inny be of lriteriiiiltoiinlizntkm
Indications
can be made are over the great
years to succeed James C. Logan. Mr. formation received In Archangel from
us a free port avoids the neces
Belgium, on which the war fell first thnt
Interpellations concerning the secrecy Hanzlg
I'ndllla was not a candidate for the Ouozersknya.
Pickett trail reaching from
They are apparently with which the big four is surrounding sity of recognizing the claims of either and heaviest, Is reported to have taken twenty-milor Germany, while the former a view much similar to thnt of the the mines, southeast of Gnteway, Colo.
position but was proposed for the being well treated.
Poland
neHint
rumors
heard
are
and
Itself,
to the wagon road near Gnteway. At
will have a corridor, to the Baltic to United Stntes, while
The Itev. Father Kouch, a chaplain
place by friends among the wool
Japan nnd Italy
gotiations may open with the Germans
growers of central New Mexico with with the llrltlsh forces, who wus cap- without
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present two curlonds of this uranium
limits
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with
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fully advising all the pence
ore are being packfor tured lieur llnlshle Ozerkl on March
whom be has been associated
town.
American view. It was owing to these nnd radium-bearindelegations of the terms of the treaty.
111, wus rclciiNcd
years.
by the Ilolshevlkl and Tbe council of four Is strongly opposed
Tbe views of President Wilson's divergent viewpoints thnt the council ed out on mules over this winding
Fred Lunn la In a serious condition made bis way through the American to official publication of the pence altitude on French clulms before the devised a new plan, whereby one of mountain trail at a cost of $45 a ton.
ns the result of a pistol wound In- lines on the Vologda front, The chap- treaty before its submission to the peace conference put forth by
the allied nations, probably Belgium,
Wyoming.
flicted by Patrolman Clmves at Albu- lain brought u letter from ltyull thut (iermnus. It maintains that It Is alAmerican circles" are declared by would initiate prosecution against the
beA field report from the Lusk field ll
querque. Luna was under arrest on u he, Arnold and the soldiers were
lowing positive decisions to be an the Matin to be "entirely fantastic.'' former emperor and others responsible
that the well of the Glenrock Oil Com
charge of having sold whisky to a ing taken to Moscow. The soldiers nounced, and thut consequently tbe President Wilson, the Matin says, is for the breach of treaties, the 'Invapany, on the eastern end of the strucyoung mini who whs In an Intoxicated are Bergt. (llenn W. Lellzoll of Luur-se- public will be advised on all the main conscientiously studying the final de- sion of territory and the destruction
ture, Is drilling at 2,950 feet. The comPa.; Mechanic Jens C.
tails of the preliminary peuce. The directed against this country nnd lendcondition ut a dance. When wlthlu a
iwlnts before the treaty Is slgued.
of Marquette, Mich., and Private
block of the city lrnll, he started to
Petit I'arlslen comments In much the ing to n more general spread of the pany also Is spudding in two other
wells in the same neighborhood, one
same vein, emphatically denying that war. The exact nature of the agreerun, and when the policeman called Freeman llnguii of Detroit, Mich. The
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Dallas, Texas. One hundred lives
Amerongen, Holland. Former Em- before It can be
has been advised of the arrest of the
expected to show whenounceiuent made by the farm bureau. was the toll of a storm which swept jeweler of this city, has swallowed a
Ell Miller of Mowry, a Presbyter- peror William Is continuing in excel- ther It has the making of a mine.
The latter bus been working on tbe en north Texas, southern Oklahoma and diamond which cost $375. The Ola Rev.
the
but
lent
ardor
for wood
health,
niond in a ring bud been offered for ian missionary at Pyongyang, Korea,
Denn Arizona in the AVarren district
terprlse for some time and has suc
section of Arkansas, according to re- snle.
Extracting the stone from Its on a charge preferred by the Japanese chopping which he displayed for so has had an increase in development,
ceeded In making a deal with V. 8,
still
here.
received
was
he
and
has
thut
authorities
Many
as
he
points
is
aiding
the
his
long,
tweezers,
apparently cooled,
setting with
jeweler
Cromble & Co. of El Paso. The build' ports
forces and Is crowding along with exwere Isolated at that hour und the breathed on It Intending the fog from abetting the Korean Independence working much less than formerly.
of its lower levels. This proplug Is to have ft rapacity of 15,000
a
The
is said to have ploration
number of fatalities may be Increased tbe breath to bring out any exist propagandists. It was explained by
bushels, 750,01 Ml pounds, or approxl
erty is now down below the 1,800 level
of
the
official
State
a
estate
the
as
known
Department
are
full
The
diamond
details
when
bought
flaw.
high
from
expensive
available,
large
slipped
ing
is more nnd more confidently held
mutely twenty curlonds. The concern
tbe Itev. Mr. Mowry, If found to as Klein England. The municipal and
is to pity half the cost of tlio building tornado swept through thickly settled tbe tweer.ers Into the jeweler's open thnt
to be near realization of the
disbig mine
with
connected
Is
be
council
of
Much
nny political
Amerongen
dnmtige mouth and continued on Its downward
reported to thai it has
and the farmers of this section the funning communities.
long been considered cep.
a check for turbance In Korea, would be amenable have decided to tax him on an income
tbe
fruit
wrote
to
was
done
The
course.
Jeweler
crops
prospective
farm
bureau
other half, under the
tnln of making.
of 80,000,1X10 marks.
under the Japanese laws.
IB fliuny sect bus, according to reports. tbe former owner of the diamond.
ilan.
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MARKETS.

Cattle.

Fat steers, choice to prime.
Fat steers, good to choice..
Fat steers, fair to good
Heifers, prime
Cows, fat, good to choice..
Cows, fair to good
Cows, medium to fair
Cows, canners
Bulls
Veal calves

$J6.0016. 59
1S.0015.8I

13.OO0H.7S

ll.5012.6O
11.0012.2

9.50ffil0.85
8.00
6.00

9.6ft

6(
.0f

7.O0

"."

14.0016.7&

16.00
13.76
Feeders, good to choice
Feeders, fair to good
12.0013.6O
Stockera, good to choice... 11.0012.26
8.60 10.60
Stockera, fair to good
Good

Hogs.

hoes

$19.6520.2k

Sheep.
Lambs, fat, light
Lambs, fat, heavy
Ewes, good to choice

I19.0019.25
18.50

18.76

12.50itel3.76

Dresaed Poultry.

The

on dresser?
following:
prices
poultry are net F. O. B. Denver:

Turkeys, No. Is
Turkeys, old toma
choice
Turkeys,
Hens
Ducks,
Oeese

1,1

lbs.

9

ve Poultry.

or

Ducks, young
Ueese
', . . .
Fpringrs

Broilers,

to

1

fl2

'. !!"-2-

young

Koostors
Turkeys,
Hens, lb

29
25
20
27

28
23
18

over

12

14

26
28

27

&29

20
17

18

....16
.18

" "

4i22
30

2 lbs

Ebbs.
,
Eggs, strictly fresh, case
count
,.
$10.7510.l
Butter.
Creameries, ex. first grade,
62
lb
Creameries, second grade
69
(cold
lb
Process storage),
62063
butter

;iy 38

stock

Vegetables.

i

.....18.00

Beans, Navy, cwt
Beans. Pinto, cwt
Beans, Lima, lb
Beans, rreen, lb
Beans, wax, lb
Beets, new, cwt

9.0G
4.6

3.60

.SC

Brussels sprouts
Cabbatre, Colo
Cauliflower, lb
Celery, homegrown, doz
Cucumbers, h. h., dot
Leaf lettuce, hothouse, doz.
Onions, table, doz
Onions, cwt
Peas. new. b
Peas, new, Telephone,

.86
.36
3.6
.20
2.60

30
30
2.U0
18

2.00

.If

16
66

1.60
3.61'
1.00

3.00
.66
86

1.0(1
B.Ott

4.00

lb...

Potatoes, new, cwt
Radishes, lone hothouse...
Radishes, round, hothouse..
Turnips, cwt

.l

15

.20
2.01
.36
.60
1.75

1.40
.30
.40
1.50

II A V
F.
i

AND GRAIN MARKET.
O. B. Denver, Carload Prices.

Har.
Buying Prices.
Colorado UDland. ner ton. .$22.00023.00
20.0021.00
Nebraska, per ton
Prairie Huy, Colorado aiid
21.
20.00
ton
Nebraska, per
24.00
23.00
Timothy. Der ton
19.00jji20.00
Alfalfa, per ton
22.00to23.0ii
South Park, ner ton
Gunnison Valley, per ton.. 21.00 22.00
6.00
6.00
Straw, per ton

Paris. The peace conference has
reached an agreement ou all ques
tions concerning peace with Germany,
reparations, Indemnities and the frontiers of the Rhine and Poland. The
German' delegates will be summoned
Grain.
$2.46
Oats, Neb. 100 lbs., buying
to Versailles within two or three
3.16
Corn chop, sack, selling;
3.05 weeks. The liritish premier, bis secre
Corn in sack, selling
4.00
White cornmeal, per 100 lbs
tary Is quoted as saying, thinks that
Yellow cornmeal per 100 lbs
4.0(
Gluten feed, sacked. sellinK. . . . . 3.34 if the allies agree as well at present
Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs, selling.. 1.75 as during the war the achievements
of the peace conference will be last
Flour.
ing Hnd numerous dangers, including
Hungarian Patent. 98 lbs., sacked,
35.14
Bolshevism, will be abolished.
subject to 48discount . . n
lbs.. Hacked, sub
Huniirian.
3.67
to
discount
ject
The Paris dispatch contains the
Hungarian, 24 lbs., sacked, sub- 1.31
ject to discount
first report that the Important questions of the lthlne and Polish fronHIDES AND PELTS,
tiers had been settled by the peace
Furnished by Charles Friend & Co.,
Wazee street, Denver, conference. Agreement on reparations
Inc..
Colo.
and indemnities was announced earlier
In the week.
Dry Flint Hides.
16
and
lbs.
up
Butcher,
32c
The Rhine question Includes the
Butcher, under 16 lbs
30c
Fallen, all weight
18c future not only of the river itself, but
Bulls and stags
17c also of the German territory west of
Culls
Dry salted hides, 6c per lb. less.
of the Rhine from Lorraine north to
to
two
Dry horsehides
the border of Holland. It also
thirds price of green salted.
Drr Flint Pelts.
the eastern bank of the Rhine
30c
Wool pelts
fie and Its use for military purposes.
Short wool pelts
0c
Butcher shearlings, No. 1
The Polish frontiers affect ail the
12c
No. 2 and murrain shearlings
countries bordering on tlie new Po18c
of
saddles
and
Bucks,
pelts.
pieces
Green Salted lllden, Ktc.
land and the proposal to give Poland
Heavy cured, No. 1 (over 25
17c an outlet to the Baltic by way of
lbs.)
Heavy cured, No. 2 (over 25
16c Danzig.
lbs.)
Bulls, No. 12
10llc
S10c
Bulls, No.
Railroads Get Another Raise.
Glue hides and skins
9c
1618o
Kip, No,
Train and engine men
Washington.
2
...140160
Kip, No.
Calf, No.
2628o on lines of the national railways have
24 et
Ualf, No. 2
cured nides, lc per lb. less been granted another Increase In
fartiy
cured.
than
Director General Hlnes. The
Oreen hides, 2c per lb. less than wages by
order affects moret nan 400,000 emcured.
Green Salted llorsrhlden.
No. 1
6.00 ployes and the Increases are retroac$7.00
No. 2
, 6.0046.00
tive to Jan. 1. Claims for the emrieaaiess, cue jess.
3.00
2.00
ployes for time and a half for overPonies and glue
time in road service was left to a bMiscellaneous Markets..
ipartisan board for decision. The adMetnl Markets.
vances are designed to readjust "obviColorado Settlement Prices.
ous injustices" wrought by the general
Bar silver, $1.01,.
Copper, lb., 15c.
advance granted rail workmen May 25,
Lead. 16.25.
1918.
Spelter, (6.21.
Tungsten, per unit, $12.000114.00.
Eastern Livestock.
Was Offered Bribe.
Chicaen.
Bulk of sales,
Hogs
N. Y. Testifying before the
Albany,
$20.20
J2O.lO20.30;
heavyweight,
zu. 3t: medium
weiRnt.
20.usjzu.36 Judiciary committee of the Senate Sen30:
lightweight, $19.76G'20.
light llirht,
I18.40iff!0.00; sows, $18.00019.75; pigs, ator George F. Thompson of Niagara
I17.DU' is. BU.
said that Richnrd ll. Burke of
Cattle Heavy beef steers. $11.50
told him that if he would assist
20.40; light beef steers, $10.00 p 8.60
Inin the passage of the
butcher cows and heifers. S7.40 16.00
and
canners
cutters, I.r:i5'(j 10.01); veal creased
trolley fare bill he could be
ocker and feed
caJves, J14.00I&) 16.50;
come governor of the state nnd that
er steers, JS.2S 16.60.
Sheep Lambs,85 84 pounds or less, the traction interests would raise In
or
(18.25 20.00;
pounds
better,
his behalf a campaign fund amountlm
J17.75(DP20,oo; cum, fi4.uutri7.75; ew
medium and pood, J12.2516.75; culls to $500,000.
and common, xo.uuw12.2t
Price of Snirnr.
Hoover Would Feed Russia.
New York. Sugar Centrifugal, 7.2$,
Cut loaf, 10.50; crushed. 10.25; mould
London.
Herbert Hoover, director
A. 8.60; cubes, s.vs;
powdered
9.16; fine granulated
9.20; powdered,
and diamond A, 8.00; confectioners' A, general of the interallied relief organ
8.90; Mo. 1, .8d.
izatlon, has requested Dr. Frldtjof
Nanscn, head of the Norwegian food
ChleaKO Produce.
JJutter
Chicago.
Creamery, 65
mission to the United States, to be
Ekrs Firsts, 3940Uc; ordit.ary come chief of an International neutral
mark, cases In
firsts,
ly'dxe; at storage
eluded,
packed commission to investigate the possibil41
W
4ZC.
firsts.
ity of feeding Russia on condition of
Poultry Alive, unchanged.
Potutnes Northern sacked and nu.k. the cessation of hostilities in Russia,
white. United States grade No. 1, $1.8
according to a dispatch from Copenha
2.00; Western russets, $2.3!i& 2.40
new stock Florida, No. 1, $16 per bar ten.
rel.
7

one-ha- lf

--

1

1

New-Yor-

1

Carson-Marti-

nP'39c;

Holy City.

c

ASTER will be celebrated in
Palestine as never before this
many centuries, and all the
Christian world will celebrate
greater fervor and deeper reverALL ISSUES CLEARED with
ence now that the hand of the "Infidel
Turk" Is removed.
It is exactly G74 years since the
POLISH FRONTIER AND RHINE Turk drove out the Christians and took
possession of Jerusalem, after it had
QUESTION DISPOSED OF AND
been taken by Frederick II, March 17,
INDEMNITIES SETTLED.
1229, who crowned himself king of the
Latin kingdom, In Imitation of that
earlier king of Jerusalem, Godfrey of
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
Bouillon (10110).
Land of Pilgrimage.
London, April 12. A Gorman gov- Palestine hail been assigned to the
rnnient wireless message says that
of the East in 805 A. D., nnd
the National Assembly at Weimar at Emperor
was
Christian at that time,
the conclusion of the first rending of when nominally
pilgrimage to the Holy Lnnd bede
resolution
a
the budget accepted
came almost a cult and the finding of
manding a peace treaty correspond- relics became a regular pursuit in all
ing with President Wilson's fourteen the places Identified with the life of
points and declaring that "a peace of Jesus.
This was the period thnt might al
ustlce must not Inflict upon us any
most be termed the Christianizing of
changes In territory In violation of
thut program. In the midst of the Palestine, for Christianity had developed far more vigorously at Rome and
suffering of our starving population In other
of the Roman empire
and the turmoil shaking the founda than in theparts Land
Holy
itself, up to this
tions of. state, which increases dally time. Constantino had made
It the
owing to the postponement of peace, Btate religion and Helena had found
the National Assembly expects from lie "True Cross," so thnt there was a
the government that it will only agree great stirring of interest throughout
to a peace of understanding an.l rec- the land. Many fine churches were
onciliation and reject any kind of built, and Justinian erected the Golden
Gate and" part of a grent church, now
treaty which sacrifices the present
and future of the Germun nation and lie El Aksa mosque
Christians Persecuted.
of humanity,"
It was in 614 that Chosroes II, king
of Persia, made his great Inroad, per
rarls, April 12. The League of Na secuting the Christians wherever he
tions Commission has completed Its found them, especially in what is now
consideration of the league covenant. Armenia, and capturing Jerusalem.
No sections were included granting The Emperor Eeracllus managed to
the Japanese and French demands, but regain control (029), but he had to
Japan and France announced, that yield before the might of the Caliph
they would reserve the right to bring Omar (637), who erected many great
the mosque
especially
up the desired amendments before the structures,
plenary session of the peace confer called after him, upon the great rock
which bad been the site of the templeence.
of Solomon.
For more than 400 years the Mo
rarls. The Indications are that Da
vid Lloyd George, the British prime hammedans held sway, until as a re
sult of the Crusades Godfrey of Bou
minister, will not leave for
illon took possession ' in 1099. The
on
date
what
until It is determined
the German delegates will be asked to Christian powers could not, however,
come to .Versailles. An American del- hold possession, for they were always
fighting among themselves, and so
egate, asked for the nearest estimate
os to this date, put It between April Saladln, the mighty leader of the Mos
lems, gained a permunent hold over
2G and May 1.
the lnnd of Palestine and Jerusalem

0C1

cic.

From

day.
to quickly ihroodtd by night but the
breaking of an eternal sunlight over lh eternal
hills.

n

difference to the
overwhelming
hftrt which holdi die riien Christ between
the pmmg day rod the everlasting Morrow I
Today heavy ihdowi filling of mystery nd
sorrow
tomorrow all gloom dispelled by the
ight llut shines from that once marred visage.
heaviness
of disappointment or obscurity
Today
of ignorance tomorrow, nothing between, no
cloud, no time intervening, but face to face with
Jesus, Jesus who came, Jesus who lived, Jesus
who suffered, Jesus who died, Jesus who rose
in glorious resurrection
the hazed and Indistinct view
then
the vision of perfect sight I Now the tumult
and the strife
then the rest and life eternal I
Now the weeping and the sighs then the song
and the tearless eyes I Now our dear ones
dying then no more parting I Now the waters
then no more sea I Now the open
dividing
grave's farewell then the resurrection greeting.
then
Mow the night winds chilling and killing
the morning lifting and brightening
Morning
on the mountains I Morning on the plains I
Morning with an eternity in il I Morning
morning

OH,

the transforming

touch of that hour

"

new-foun-

The

I

wn .l.

what a time of finding of
and desired, and best I For
rection Dawn, the stone is rolled
are Aung back, the boundary is
it torn

MET you, I heard you with mine own ears,
Whom mine own eyes could see-- ,
Then what do 1 cars now ior death or years
And why should I reckon with dreads or fears?
But oh, that my soul could melt in tears.
For you have come back to met
even me first of all you camel
(And ah, but the earth it f air !)
And oh, but there burnetii a sheer while flams,
Cleansing my heart's red chalice of shame I
My heart that shall shrine ever one dear name.
For you you you are there!

me

all that is dear,
it is the Resuraway, the gates
crossed, the veil

morning has broken

OR you who uncovered my leaden heart,
Finding its dross and alloy,
' For you who smiled at my shamelesa art,

For you who bads all my devils depart
Oh, you you are here and my pulses start,
d
Dancing-ijoy.

Only
. .. .J.
1...
uw
1111,1151.11..
uy vuwatl
skies could give us 10 recognize
our heaviest
cross, when it comes to crown us there. We
shall find our failures ; they will greet us as
triumphi We shall find our bereavements ; they
will meet us as reuniona We shall find our
lost forgotten in eternal gain. We shall find
our hidden struggles swallowed up in open vie
tory. We shall find our hidden tears forming
diadem gems. We shall find the complete fulfillment of every promise and the exceeding great
reward of all our faith.

AH

ff

m

I

where the sktei are blus,
Hers where ths whit petals fall.
Oh, let me dancs all my oy for youl
For you have arisen
my dream is true,
And Master, my soul has ariaen, too.
Out of it hateful thrall.

gQj0 lot me ting;

i
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Their Easter Offering

without the shedding of blood there
Is no remission of sin?
The undlmmed hope that triumphs over the
bnttle roar of the artillery of the
nations. Did not Moses endure tha
Easter's Teaching Is the Dis- thunders of the mountain of revelation sustained by the still small volcet
pelling of Gloom From the
The undlmmed hope cannot be chalHearts of Mankind.
lenged by the despair of suffering. Is
not humnnlty told thnt inasmuch as
that springs eternal In the he suffered being tempted he Is able
to succor those who are in nny troubreast does not
upon the latent fatalism ble T
In huniimlty for its Justifica
Across the horizon of Raster pass
tion such a hope hoi tin no key to the pliuntiismugorical figure of hute
event. And without this key hope Is nnd carnal ambition, and the myriad
tut in reality a hopeloss expectancy. crimes agulnst humnnlty thut Ho at
Events, governed by that outstanding the door of the nations of spoilers.
law of reprobation by which degen- Yet the hope of humanity Is uneracy and decay follow all things In dlmmed. The hope thnt triumph over
the mutable course of nature, would event nnd through event reaches to
bring mankind back to the stage of the eternities is the Easter hope of
savagery and leave to him natiKht but glory, and of goodness, and of grace.
the material environment of his Imme Jesus, the first fruits of them that
diate activities. Events must b con- slept, has risen, and points to the
quered, regulated, subordinated, con- eternal hope of humanity and the protrolled, even glorified. Hope uprlngs visions of the grace of God that bring
exultant In the liumiin breast, because redemption both to the Individual and
there is something thnt con certify to to the race. The open tomb Is the si
hope. Tills is the divine spark in the lent testimony to the risen and glorihumnn breast, becoming In many fied Jesus. He sits at the right hand
cases a luminous rity that shines tin- - of Jehovah, who in turn looks upon
on the entire pathway of life. It was the petty wars of princes and vMl hold
fitting that when the women came to In derision they who lift themselves
the tomb early upon the first Knstcr up against the government of his son.
morning they should find that nn an
gel was the unnouneer of the victory
Mourning Friday.
of hope over the most malignant adIt was not always called Good Friverse event of experience the event
of death. Nor Is it Btrnnge thnt the day, Years ago In Germany It was
consciousness of this victory for all frequently referred to as Mourning
men has transformed human life nnd Friday. Our enrly ancestors In Engcauses the Christian to take on n glory land did not call It Good Friday, either,
of effulgence that Is to be derived from but Long Friday. Such Is the term
In nn ancient eccloslnstlcal law about
nothing else.
1,000 years old. The Danes used the
That Sure and Certain Hope.
some name, Long, insteud of Good
If there were no resurrection from Friday.
the dead then were we, of all men, tho
The reason for using the word
most miserable, wrote the apostle
whose life was luminous with the "long" wus doubtless found in the
endless and severe fnst praclight of a certified hope a hope vic seeming
one time the Spantorious over events thnt drove him for ticed thnt day. At
ward In his missionary itineraries iards emphasized the solemnity of
Good
closing all the
throughout Asia and into Europe. Na churches.Friday by
ture was turned to by him to disclose
Nowhere else that I have happened
tho analogy for the open doors of the
tomb; scripture wits likewise turned to be on a Good FridayInwas the day
Rome. The
to, nnd his own knowledge of the res- so solemnly observed as
urrection of Jesus was, last of all, city seemed to bo in mourning, makcalled Into play in order to point his ing ull the more Inspiring the matchmarvelous discourse upon the resur- less services and singing In St. Perection of the dead. Nature, revela ter's cnthedrul on Easter. Philadel
tion and personal testimony nil give phia Ledger.
tho same account that death is robbed
of sting and grave of victory. Easter
Two
is precious to human kind, because it
teaches that all things may be conquered by n hope that Is based upon
Uvlry; faith In God nnd his good purpose to give life rather than to destroy, to impart blessing rather than
to withhold, to grace human life and
to wipe out the disgraces of human
failure.
I. "
The undlmmed hope of humnnlty In

VICTORY OF HOPE

HOriC

It

wa-during the next century thnt
Chrlstlnns under the leadership of
Frederick II gained possession of Pal
estlne for the last time, until our own
day. But with dissension among the
Christians of that time it was not dif
ficult for the Turks to regain control
in 1244 and retain it ever since, In one
form or another.
Surrender of Jerusalem.
The surrender of Jerusalem to the
British forces last December, and the
subsequent conquest of much of the
rest of the lnnd low establishes Chri- WANTS' NO ARTIFICIAL PROOF
stian controi, at least for the present,
and the doubt has been raised whether
Believing Christian Can Entertain No
any Christian power, even Germany,
Doubt Concerning the Resurrecwill dare to suggest that the holy
tion of the Savior.

the

places again be turned over to the
power of the Moslem, no matter what
To the normal mind there can
the terms of peace may be.
no compromise, writes H. Lee Mills

Precisely what local changes in priv
ileges of worship will come out of the
change may not be foretold. For a
long time a strange situation has pre
vailed in Jerusalem. The holy sepul- cher, for example, with its relics of
Christian treasure, has been used by
Greeks, Armenians and Western Christians in alternation, the control re
maining with the Turkish authorities.
Naturally many disputes have arisen
out of so strange a situation.
This Easter Significant
When the city was captured by the
British there was great local anxiety
as to what might result. With the entry of General Allenby, with his staff
and certain French and Italian officers,
these anxieties were quickly set at
rest. The Jewish population soon
learned that all was to be well with
them and other sects represented In
the citizenship, of the historic place
were equally reassured. A sense of
pence, liberty and security had its Immediate . effect and Influenced profoundly the preparations for the new.
unexampled Easter as well as for future worship of every sort in the troubled Holy Land. In Jerusalem as
elsewhere began to appear a conviction
that, no matter how long world peace
might be delayed, a new spirit was
abroad throughout the earth.
This Easter, then, bus a special sig
nificance, in view of all the centuries
of struggle for holding the places consecrated to Christianity by the activity
of Its Savior.

heart is
with at song for you,
Out her where the ikies arc wide.
For oh! now 1 know that you live anew.
For oh! that your promise is true, ii true.
My charneled soul has arisen, too
My soul that I thought had died.

H

MOW

In 1187.

be
in
If Christ did not

the Houston Post.
rise from the dearl, the most gigantic
fraud in the history of the world was
perpetrated nnd every minister of the
Gospel Is either a conscious or a deluded "fnkeii." If there was no resurrection, Hie whole missionary propa
ganda Is foolish and a failure and
become
evangelize and "narnumlze"
ftynonomous terms. Does the history
of Christian missions, from the first
to the twentieth century savor of
fraud, or even of delusion? The command to evangelize all nations was given after the resurrection.
After all the arguments have been
mnrshnled before humnn reason for or
against the return of Christ In the
glorified body, the question of does
Jesus live enn he answered by the be
Christian without artificial
lieving
proof. If like Pnul, he knows whom
he believes, doubts about the details
of the event of the resurrection do
not concern hiin.
Of Pagan Origin.

Some of the customs of many lands
have had their origin In paganism. Pa
gan customs celebrating the return of

spring easily gravitated to Easter. The
coloring of eggs Is found in both Latin
The egg Is the
and oriental countries.
life of
emblem of the germinating
early spring. The symbolic meaning
of a new creation of mankind by Jesus
risen from the dead was probably an
In this counInvention of later times.
try the day Is most widely known fo.
the elaborate services in the churches.
Those who have observed strictly the
Polish Easter Egg Custom.
An Interesting
Easter egg custom rules of Lent are not alone In observ
prevails in Poland. On Easter Mon ing Easter as a day of feasting.
pay every neaci or a house, man or
woman, presents each visitor on his
The Hare and Eaater.
call with a
egg, or, rather,
The origin of the Easter rabbit Is
the half of one.
The head of the unknown. There is a German legend
house divides the egg, gives a half to to the effect that the hare was orlgl- the- caller, and eats with hlin the nnllv n hird and was changed into
other part. The custom hns such a niindruned bv the Goddess Ostnra, and
hold on the people that the nobles. In gratitude to Ostara, or Knsrre, the
even when living far awny from the linre exercises Its original Uira tuncfatherland, observe it Many years tlon to lay eggs for the goddess on her
ago Prince Czartoryski whs in resi- festal day. The children among the
dence in Paris, when he held the usual Pennsylvania Germans ore told on Easreception on Easter Monday, receiv- ter morning that this "Oshter has"
ing each guest at the door of his salon, laid the colored eggs that nro given
and dividing the egg in traditional to them, or which are placed In nests
at some convenient place for the chiletyle with each visitor, who ate it
dren to find them.
hard-boile- d

of
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Packing-

DEMAND THAT TREATY
BE CONFINED TO FOURTEEN
POINTS.

lartwoig

A RESURRECTION
FRAGMENT
Whole World Rejoices That "the
the
mORNING
of life's linte
dawn
not
Infidel" Has Been Driven

Western Newspaper Union News Service HUNS
DKNVKll

iiianiifnng

TURKISH HO MORE

Easter Pets

the

final

triumph of the

good

is

bused

birgely upon the testimonies to tho
triumph of the ineffably good one
over the might and dominion of death.
Faith has Rnrlanded hope; thus graced
It scorns to consort with fatalism.
Faith has Riven of Its precious blossoms for the decking of hope, and It
will not companion In the dark with
mere niaterlnl destiny. The skies look
down upon the riven tomb. The open
tomb reveals the glorified angel. The
angel discloses the fact of the resurrection of the dead. Event, direful
and universal eventdeath itself testifies to the power of the undlmmed
made
mankind
hope of
precious
through Jesus,
Hope

Eternal.

The utKliimmd
hope cannot be
clouded by he shedding of blood. Did
not the old law thnt pointed to tho
stricken form of Culvury Buy thut
1
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THE CUERVO CUPFUL

MILITARY DEFEAT HAS WROUGHT
NO CHANGE OF HEART IN GERMANY

If You Need

Von Should Hava

p:;

Old
Dr. Alonzo Taylor investigates Conditions in Land of
S Committee to Help
Offices-T- ake
in
$
Government
Attitude
Are
That
They
Gang
!
Get Jobs A
Soldiers
Much Abused Nation
Believe Themselves
s
ij Washington, D. C Govern- Guilty r.f No Misdeeds.
Hun-S- ame

!! mental agencies railed together
by the council of national de- , ,
fonse organized the emergency
committee on employment for J
!
,i soldiers nnd sailors as a step to- ward filling a gap caused by de- - J
J mobilization of 80 per cent of X
X the field force of the United t;
J .States employment service, for
! which
congress failed to provide

German people would have taken the
Western Newspaper Union Staff Co- spoils anil admit that they would luive
levied terrible peace terms on their
rrespondent.
Now they are
In Ion vanquished enemies.
(Coprriirht, mil), by Wnlwn
1'arb. Tliul Germany has experi- defeated (hey refuse to shoulder any
enced no change of heart as a result of the blame for the situation. And
of lT military defeat Is tlm message they are going to believe that they ure
Dr. Alonxo Taylor Iihm Just brought fl based If
Ih given to V funds.
to I'urls after three weeks lu Ger- Km nee.
tt A committee on plans wn ap- J pointed
tn collect Immediately $
Believe 8elve Qulltlea.
many, whore he Inspected the fond
J all available Information a to JI
The widespread belief that the
supply, tlm stocks of raw uinlerlals,
J
work being done nnd prepare a JJ
briefly, mid miiili! a remarkably
llioniKolves ure guilty of no
s
Is being emphasized
survey of the political iiiul ecoJ
comprehensive plan of opera- - tj
new
a
by
nomic Kltuntlnn.
school of writers who first eiinie Into ;; Hons.
tlroavenor R. Clnrkson, dlree- 1'robubly no one In Amcrlcn whs prominence about the time 1'rcsldont X
better fit t ml to bIm up Germany than Wilson gave the world the covenant of J tor of the council. Is chairman, V,
Doctor Taylor.
th league of nations at I'lirls. What !! the other member being Col. C1
While America wan neutral, (luring iiKtoiuuled Americans In Germany In J Arthur Woods, special assistant
those flmt months of tho grout war, those days was the fact that tliene
. Ilnllowell
of Hoston, and K.
Taylor whs traveling through the very writers admitted with perfect J
, II. Greenwood of the council.
length 'nnil breadth of Germany In- condor Hint Gcrmnny Intended keei-InColonel Woods told the corn- - $
specting llio allied prison camps. Ho
Belgium periniineully, had Ger- V
mlttee : "Many of the men feel
i attached to the American embasmany won the war.
heel Improved by
sy, lie gained, during the days beTopics such as these occupied the 'f that they
fore we were In the war, an Intimate Of mum mind when the peiieo confer- ti their experience lu the army !!
knowledge of (ieriiian war methods, ence was making Its preliminary sur- JJ and are ambitious for something V
ti belter than before. I feel that J
German olllclitl procedure, German In- vey ,of European affairs. While
this ambition should be encour- trigue, Oernian lies, German cruelty,
papers printed columns about the X
A
end cnine to know all about (he condi- probable outcome of the pence con- 'J aged."
Bor-llIn
tion nf economic Germany.
ference there were 2.'M,(KK) men
You would never pick Taylor out of
without Jobs drawing a pension of
a crowd oh one of our loading Amer- six marks a day from the govern- the possibility of Germany "coming
ment. In Hamburg the pension roll back," Doctor Taylor nnd bis associican, hcciiMHo be (lues not look like
mounted to 78.(XK. Hot h figures
Statesman, u college pi'ofcNsnr, o
ates believe firmly that the German Is
a slnte of unemployment sov- - finished In a
ecoiioinlMt, or a diplomat and
military way; that th
t
llll of those hhiiCH,
ernl times greater Hum the worHt German people nre disgusted with tht
tie
y
When ho hurried out of Mr, Hoov- periods of Industrial depression
military Idea, which has brought them
ever knew before the war.
er' (illlee In the Hotel do Crllloii, on
nothing but misery and hunger, and
The men were being puld just that above nil other things the French,
till return from (Icriniiny, Tuylor
e
Into
n
to
live
mid
a
Ret
as
on,
enough to
Started, without
und of course the other allied nations
puiiho,
would not work.
the heart of bin talk with a group nf
and America, ure not In any dunger
Hate for Kaleer.
American newspaper men that Imd
of a resumption of the war.
to learn tbu truth about the
Aiiioiik tho Intellectual
circles tn
This does not tnenn that any amithe blnuio for the silent re- able feeling Is growing among the
Germans. He acliially talked one hour
nd forty-fivmlimlc. He answered bellion of the workmen, their refusal American olllcluls here In I'ltrls toto work, was placed on the military ward the Germans, und It doe not
half A bllliilred (ueKlloiiH.
"Same Old Gang."
mean that nn unfriendliness
piirty on old Von Tlrpll., nnil
toward
nnil some inure of Hie wur the French people Is developing. The
"They've cot the same old gang la
the government oltlees nt Ilerllu Hint lords. The kaiser and bin son, tbu Americans who have been lu Germany
we knew before and during the war," crown prince, were generally h'plsed. and who know the Germans) from long
Taylor begun. "Home kind of n revo- Both ran away when trouble started experience before as well as (luring
lution Hclually slnrtcd In Germany be- imd wese bated for that, ltut the peo- the war, nre convinced that the Oer-i- i
fore the armistice wan signed. For ple of Germany were not disposed to
in today Is the same swine ho was
the time being that revolution 1h be- blnine either the crown prince or the In nnd before 1014.
Doctor Taylor nnd Dr. Vernon Keling held up. The politicians are bond- knlser for starling the war.
"Hoth of them luck the brains to logg, also of the Hoover staff and coming every effort to Ret n governmental
mnchlno working Kmnotbly, In order In plan a war," was the common expres- petent to speak of the situation In
present "onm kind of u Holld front In sion heard on the streets nnil relleeted Germany, are both of the opinion that
the allien when the time comes to Ne- In number of the newspapers.
Germany has no great amount of
Doctor Taylor hud one general ex- ninnnfnclured gisxls waiting to be
ttle llnnl pence terms. While the government In shaping llHelf the old civil planation for Germany' strangely per- shipped to the markets of the world
servant are being kept In the govern- verted state nf mind.
ahead of allied goods.
ment olflec. Tho men lu control iln
It now seems that the economic
"Germany today Is suffering from
moral (llsfntegnitloii," he blockade that shut raw mnterlula from
tint. Intern taking unlniliied men Into an InlciiHp.
the government, because they have the declared, "You see, It In a dozen dif- Germany during the Inst two years of
concrete example of Hut failure of the ferent phase of (lernuin life. Men war Just about finished the nation tn
Hussion government that took un- who nerved In the army and are now an Industrial way.
trained olllclnls Into the government demobilized, though still In uniform,
The Gennitiis In control w 111 leave their fnnillles for days at
Machine.
URGES 13 MONTHS IN YEAR
won't ullow Germany' government to time simply wander off without
"
to
have lost their Cincinnati Man
full to pieces like the Itusslnti
wuruliig. They aconi
Bring Forward HI
sense of responsibility toward their
for Simple Perpetual
Plan
A
Moon n
fnnillles.
pence la aetunlly
Calendar.
"There are comparatively few prothe German will Hi art out nettling their Internal dllllcultlo and run ducers In the population, most of the
"Printed calendars
Cincinnati,
be expected to Introduce many socia- people being spenders; spenders of would be n thing of the past If the
socialism-tlolistic reforms possibly the
the government's printed money,
perpetual culendnr were adopted," said
of many of the lending Industries,
"In the lterlln playhouses show are C. It. llrnunsteln, who has a plan for
Such ah the large factory Rroupa and running which are of such a low moral simplifying (lutes.
the conl and potiiHh ami Iron milieu,
"Let the year be divided Into 13
level that no American postal author
In the meantime, the men in control ity would permit even private letters moi'ths of 2S days each. This would
e
lit Berlin are endeavoring to get their to describe some of the scenes.
nue :U!4 days. As there are !i0fi
the wnr such shows were not per- days In n year, the odd day could be
people back to work, buck to the
and nonpiilltlcal ways of Ml mitted.
pMml anywhere In the calendar nnd
ago before tho mill t tirlHtle
year
"Ilohberles have Increased greatly. M a 'universal thanksgiving day.' The
crowd marled preaching world
The people blatno the bolshevlkl, but other extra day would come every
and "Uulluilziitlon" of (he globe, know In their own minds that these fourth year and could be placed after
Mibtarlim Is Cone.
crimes might well enough be commi- t.'ie last day In leap year and be known
And It Ih now appreciated that the tted by anyone becnirse the Increase its 'Zero day,' 'Leap Year day' or 'Gala
Germans have n long way to go before In crime Is one of the notable phases day.'
"Under this plan Monday would althey come out of thin wur experience of life In Germany today."
decent nation.
even n half-waIn nil Germany there Is no danger ways come on the 1st, 8th, IFith nnd
JlllllnrlHin hm a world menace In of a rehabilitation of the inllllary ma- 22d (lays of tho month ; Tuesday on
Germany Ih gone, Doctor Taylor
chine, according to Doctor Taylor. the 2d, 0th, Kith and 2Hd ; Wednesday
He found milllclent evidence This view Is verified by other Ameron the 3d, Kith, 17ty, 24th; Thursday
to satisfy him that Hie (Jennnii army icans competent to Judge, who have on the 4th, 11th, 18th, 2.rth; Friday on
of the old days lit a thing of the past. Just returned from the other side of the Mil, 12th, li)th, 2llth; Saturday on
A
to the men at the helm lu lterlln the ltliltie.
the (1th, lUth, 20th, 27th; Sunday on
who are trying to solve the present
Without desiring In qny way to an- the 7th, 14th, 21st, 28th. Everybody
urgent problems of the country they tagonize the French, who are carry- would know upon what date any day
have Imd no change of heart, no con- ing on nn active campaign preaching of the week would full."
version to the doctrines of President
Wilson unless they are permitted to
retain their original boundaries.
NAVAL TRANSPORT AFIRE AT HOBOKEN
Fulling to hoodwink the world Into
benever
them
that
territory
giving
longed to them rightfully, the Herare going to take the attitude
man
that they are a much abused nation.
And they are going to hint broadly
that no good can come of abusing u
tuition or 7(l,iKNi,(KK) people. In fact,
they are already beginning n propaganda to make their people believe the
sllle nre eager for an unjust pence.
Non Compoi Meruit.
Today the German bus figured out a
kind of new philosophy of life. He
want to cat his cuke mid have It ton.
He admit thijt he would have been
overjoyed had the cent nil powers won
the wur in ul enslaved the world, lie
see no wrong In a kulturined world,
lie believes that any menus the mili
tary jHirly took to win the war, no
matter how cruel, and no matter whut
t
ufferlng these methods caused
populations, were Justified.
Now that the Germans have been
defeated and see some of their stealing of the past half century going nut
of their hands, they sny, "The military party deceived us," and then take
the attitude that they nre not to blame
lho navnl transport Sivaola sunk at her pier at llobokeu. N. J, The
rmtsel caught tire while being loaded with supplies for (rauce nnd It was
Cor present misfortune.
In other words, hud the military decided to sink her. Lieut. K. 11. Foster and Chief lioittswn'n'n Mate Kraak
Kramer went below to open the seacock and were trapped by tbu luruidi of
party succeeded tn defeating the
putlouu and the United States the water aud drowned.
By LLOYD ALLEN,
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COULDITTEAT PE1 WOMAN WORKS

the Best

Children Balked at Idea of Mak-

ITave you ever stopped to reason why
it is that so many products that are extensively advertised, all at once cfrop out
The
of sight and are soon forgotten?
reason is plain the article did not fulfill
This
the promises "f he manufacturer.
applies more particularly to a medicine.
that has real
A medicinal preparation
ci ative value almost sells itself, as like
chain
the
endless
an
remedy i
system
recommended by those who have been
brnelited, to those who are in need of it.
A prominent druggist says "Take for
a
example Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root- ,
preparation I have sold for many years
for
in
and never hesitate to recommend,
almost every case it shows excellent results, as many of my customers testify.
No other kidney remedy has so large a
sale."
According to sworn statements and
verilied testimony of thousands who have
used the preparation, the success of Dr.
is due to the fact,
Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
so many people claim, that it fulfills almost every wish in overcoming kidney,
liver and bladder ailments; corrects urithe uric
nary troubles and neutralizes
acid which causes rheumatism.
You may receive a sample bottle of
Address
Swamp-Roo- t
by Parcels Post.
Dr. Kilmer 4 Co., Binghamton, N. Y.,
and enclose ten cents; also mention this
Larue and medium size bottle
paper.
tor sale at all drug stores. Adv.

ing Meal of

Outspoken Revolt at Dinner Table
In Neighbors Having Poetic
Revenge and Enjoying Dainty
Dish of Roast Pig.

5

v

Baby's

tbut.

Red Cross Bag Blue

All Wasted.
"A whole lot o' de talk dnt goes
'round," said Uncle Kben, "aln' no mo'

movln' forward dan de
nxle."

d

A mun does not need heavy sticks
In order to get sound from a good

drum.

The cemeteries of some towns hold
only Inducements worthy of
mention to permanent residents.

out the

For Colds, Catarrh

d

or Influent

Ite-for-

y

3c

Inuo-cen-

.

t-i- H-

Zft

It

Si
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His Stock In Trade.
Kind Old Lady (visiting a pennl Institution) Why, my man, I'm surprised to see you In this place. With
my knowledge of human nature I
should say you were an honest fellow.
No. 5!I7 Don't kid yerself, leddy.
You're not the first one who thought

Bragley's Line of Talk.
"P.ragley says his new home Is bent-ewith hot air." "Then It Is well heated. I've heard Dragley talk."

Pern, Ind. " I suffered from a displacement with backache and dragging
down pains so
A
physician In town has
badly that at times
a family of smay children who are
I could not be on
crazy about animals, and every stray
my feet and it did
dog or cat Is always sure of a good
not seem as though
home If they happen to wander near
4gr I could "stand it. I
the doctor's spacious residence.
Ini medicines without
deed, the doctor calls his home the
any nenent ana
"Zoo Annex," for It harbors not only
several doctors
rift' t
dogs and cats galore, but three canatold me nothing
ries, two white mice, five pigeons, one
but an operation
conversational and pofnne parrot and
would do me any
a brown squirrel, so an aulniul or two
good. My drug- more doesn't count.
me of
Eist told
E. Pink- Somebody gave the children a baby
Veowtahle
hsni'i
pig, a nice little
pig
with funny little squlnty eyes and a
cute little curl to its tall.
that I am now well
( v V
The children were wild with Joy over
and strong. I get
their new pet, and Installed It In the ip In the morning at four o'clock, do my
laundry, but evidently the little pig housework, then go to a factory and wort
didn't adapt himself to his surround- all day, come home and get supper and
feel good. I don't know how many of
ings, and persisted In staying up late
friends I have told what Lydia E.
nights and giving voice to such lugu- my
Pinkham's
Compound haa
brious lamentations that the doctor done for me. Vegetable
"Mrs. Anna Mstebiano,
christened him "Jeremiah." This name 36 West 10th St, Peru, Ind.
was too long for the children to manWomen who suffer from any such ailage, so they called hlra Jerry and loved ments should not fail to try this famous
root and herb remedy, Lydia E. Pink-ham-'s
him to death.
Vegetable Compound.
Jerry grew so fat he could hardly
waddle, but he was great fun and frolicked with the youngsters and bad a
grand time, and even his squeal had a
Joyous note in It by day, but once night
fell Jerry seemed to grow so low In his
mind that he refused to be comforted,
and his tones were as shrill and piercing as a banshee's.
He grew so big that he looked like a
young mountain lion In the arms of the
children, and occasionally he would es
cape to the front of the house and wadlis
dling up the steps, would
down and drop Into slumber, so that
visiting patients had to fall over ot
step over the reclining Jerry. Then
to add to the general discomfort his
squeals grew deeper, like unto the vocal efforts of a basso profundo, so
Clothes
the doctor, losing all patience, de
will
be
driven snow
as
the
white
clared that Jerry must pass on and
when laundered if you use
So one day when his
pass out.
children were In school Jerry took his
first automobile ride, ending up at tin
hutchers, who nnd orders to return
It never streaks or spots the
Jerry right side up with care, ready
for the oven and the Sunday dinner,
clothes, nor does it injure the
The children, In Ignorance of thli
most delicate fabric.
foul deed, searched high and low foi
All good grocers sell it; 5 cents
the missing pig, 'but he couldn't be
a package.
found, and after weeping violently fot
the first day, grew resigned to theli
loss, after the manner of children, nnd
The Usual Thing.
seemed to forget him,
"Eh-ynis almost at
Spring
came
assemand
the
Snndny
family
bled at the dinner table. 'Norah, the hand," admitted the lnndlord of the
Petunia tavern. "Those gents over
cook, came In, bearing aloft the pluni
form of Jerry roasted to a turn, with yonder on the sunny side of the courthis tall turnpd In a sancy ringlet and house nre engaged In garden talk.
They are advising each other as, to
an apple In his mouth,
There was a moment of absolutt what vegetables are the most profitsilence, fraught with significance foi able nnd the surest to yield abund
the doctor and his wife, then ons antly, those that are the least affected by dry weather or long wet spells,
of their eagle-eyeyoungsters shrieked: "It's our Jerry," and set up a and those which will soonest produce
dismal howl which the rest soon Joined food for the table."
"Ah! Then there will be a great
and fixing their guilty parents wit!
deal of gardening done this spring?"
uncompromising looks demanded t
know why their beloved pig was be- commented the spectacled guest.
"No. They will do n great deal of
ing served up as a burnt offering.
They were aided and abetted bj tolklng about doing a great deal of
Norah, the cook, who, wiping a fur gardening until It Is too late to do
tlve tear from her eye with the cor any gardening this spring, nnd then
ner of her npron, muttered: "Shure, reluctantly
put It off uutil next
'tis mesilf thinks It a sin to murder tin spring." Kansas City Stur.
baste."
Quicksilver Output.
Not one mouthful of the mnrtyred
The domestic output of quicksilver
Jerry would any of the mourning
In 1018, according Co the United States
youngsters take, and the parents suddenly lost nil desire for roast pig and geological survey department of the
decided that the late Charles Lanib'i Interior, was 33,432 flasks of seventy-fiv- e
dissertation of that delicacy was all
pounds each, vulued at ubout
Compared with the output
wrong.
Jerry, the baked, was removed with- of 1917, this shows a decrease In
out delay and sent to a neighbor's, quantity.
who took a poetic revenge In eating
Men do a lot of things In this world,
the animal that had squealed them Intc
Insomnia for weeks pnst. Buffalo but it's only what they do well that
counts.
Courier.

3

"Grand-daddy,-

In
nn

Marvelous Story of Woman'
Change from Weakness
to Strength by Taking
Druggist's Advice.

well-know-

Two Simple Questions.
The Rev. Dr. Phillips sat In his
study one Sunday morning going over
the heads for his forenoon sermon.
Suddenly his
granddaughter entered with an air of Importance.
she said, "I wants to
ask you siiinp'n."
"Honey," said the clergyman, "grand-dadd- y
Is very busy. Run away now
and come back this afternoon."
"Hut it'll only take you n minute to
tell me," persisted the little one.
"Well," he said, knowing from pnst
experiences that she was not to be dissuaded from her purposes, "if It will
take only n minute, go ahead. What
Is It you wish me to tell you?"
"I want," said the child, "to know
about condensed milk and the Immaculate Conception."

real help
squeal In

"Jerry."

15 HOURS A DAY

Do you feel weak and unequal to the
work ahead of you? Do you still oough
little, or does your nose bother you?
Are you palo? Ia your blood thin and
watery? Better put your body into
shape. Build strong
An olds reliable
and
herbal touio made from wild root and
barks, is Dr. Pierce' Golden Medical
Discovery. This "nature remedy" come
in tablet or liquid form. It will build up
your body, cure your cold, and protect
you from disease germs which lurk everywhere. One of the active ingredients of
this temperance alterative and tonio is
wild cherry bark with stillingia, which ia
so good for the lungs and for I coughs;
also Oregon grape root, blood root,
stone root, Queens root,
all skilfully
I

blood-mak-

er

An. unbridled passion sometimes
A Delayed Funeral.
George I. King, known by every man, leads to the halter.
woman and child In Brown county and
by all visitors who go to Nashville bj
way of Helmsburg, has been the stag
coach driver between Nashville and
Helnishurg and the hearse driver foi
Mrs. Hayes Was Discouraged Until
combined in the Medical
Discovery.
These roots have a direct action on the Nashville's only undertaking establishDoan's Nade Her Well.
stomach, improving digestion and assimi- ment for ten years.
lation. These herbal extracts in the
Recently there was to be a burial al
"I was in awful shape from kidney
and the Story cemetery, twelve miles soutl
"Discovery" aid in
trouble," says Mrs. Frank Hayes, 42
are bout for scrofula. By improving the of Nashville, and King was called or
Dover St., Boston, Mass. "When I got
blood they aid in throwing off an attack to drive
up out of a chair, 1 felt as though
hearse. HS hitched twe
the
of influenza.
Bomeone had stuck a knife into the
horses to the hearse and started froa
small of my back and it fairly took
Catarrh should be treated, first, as7
my breath awav.
blood disease, with this alterative. Then, Nashville at 5 a. m. After he hao
"The kidney secretions
in addition, the nose should be washed driven within two miles of the cemefiassed often and only a
tery, he got out to walk up a steer,
daily with Dr. Sage's Catarrh Remedy.
at a time. They
Send Hie for trial pltg. of Medical Di. hill and noticed that he had
were so scalding I would
forgotten
oovery Tablets or Catarrh Tablets to Dr. to put the coffin In the hearse.
scream
so I believe I could
lie
Pierce, Invalids' Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.
be heard a block away.
turned the horses' heads toward Nash
They deposited
Mile and made the trip back In short
sediment and their
THE SHORTHORN COW time. He loaded the coffin and odor was something awful.
became
complexios
My
li the farmer's oow. 8b changed horses and resumed the trip.
sallow and I had large Nn. Hi 71s
gfTM a liberal flow of milk
The burial was delayed four hours,
uHuer
eyes.
puns
and carries a natural heavy
my
"1 was troubled with spells of gaspIndianapolis News.
flttsh eorertng. tine Has
ing for breath and had such dizzy atweight, a quiet dlRnoRltton
and thrivm ontbeordinary
tacks I often fell right over.
Spot
funn roughage. Why not
Vile."
"Only Man
floated before my eyes and I got
so
start with two or three
The
nervous I couldn't stand any noise.
where
Quul d'Orsay,
the rjeaci
ffnialPN? Yoa wout
I cried over
soon have available Herd
irat
became
all,
nothing
delegates
gathered, contains
soft,
at Rinatl com. A hborthorn
ritable and imagined all sorts of things.
boll will add
carpets, gilded chairs,
pounds to sumptuous
My health was shattered and I beevery steer he slitta, Yoa
can alwava maII
Mruirt.
artistic came discouraged.
heavy square armchairs,
born. American Shorthorn Hreederfl'
"I continued to grow worse in spite
marble tables, wonderful damasks,
U Dexter I'ari Avenue, Chicago, lUUiola
of any treatment and came
pretty near
which have so often figured In former
After several
dying several times.
descriptions of brilliant assemblies
months of this horror, I heard about
since the early days of the third Na
Doan'i Kidney Pills. I used a dozen
boxes of Doan's and was cured. I was
poleon. Some connoisseurs of these
well and have enjoyed good
entirely
IS IDEAL
objects demand that the sumptuous
health ever since."
be
or
covered
In
order
carpet
removed,
Cat Doaa's al Aar Star, 60s a Boss
to allow the plenipotentiaries of those
heroic countries to smoke cigarettes at
OIM.bI
tOt.. T.li., o BnplJ
8o.p
..... ..
Ul Mklliul".
their ease, even when absorbed by pas FOSTER-MILURN CO, BUFFALO. N. Y.
v..iTr m.pm. Bm. notion
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OPPOSED TO LEAGUE OF NATIONS
The

joint debate at Boston
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the league of nntions covenant between
Senator Henry Cabot Lodge of Massachusetts and President A. Lawrence
in (he world nat- Lowell of Harvard university puts the
have
urally has
former, whose portrait Is given here"
a package worthy
with, In the limelight as perhaps its
V
foremost opponent. The debate was
of
doubly Important because of the per1
sonality of the debaters. President
So look for
Lowell represents the pure student and
theorist. He Is author of a standard
treatise on the government of England
and other contributions to the science
In
the sealed packaae that
J
I
of government, which has been his
keeps a" of i,s fioodness iQ
special subject. He Is one of America's
1
That's why
distinguished scholars and brings to
.
the consideration of any public ques5pI?
tion a formidable body of knowledge.
Senator Lodge, by comparison,
.
represents the practical and realistic.
II
a
is
of
a
historian
himself
lie
note,
RANKS WITH WORLD'S GREAT
Agitation.
"I wish they'd quit saying prices
mtin of high culture and Informed inwill go down," said the thrifty woman. Achievements
of Sir Isaac Newton telligence. And, In addition, while
President Lowell has been studying the science of government, Senntor Lodge
"It's well meant."
Give Him an Assured Place
"No doubt. But every time the anhas been practicing it. He was the ranking Republican member of the senate
Amoni Immortals.
nouncement Is made it seems to scare
committee on foreign affairs In the last congress and will be Its chairman In
all the people I deal with into making
According to a legend, which, how the next.
hay while the sun shines."
ever, is seriously considered by certain
,
authorities, in the yenr 10(i5, the fall
his
In
sat
as
Newton
of tin apple
ARMY COURT-MARTIA- L
SYSTEM
garden suggested the most magnificent
of his subsequent discoveries the law
of universal gravitation. On his first
Senator George E. Chamberlain of
to explain the lunar and planet
attempt
Oregon had a' good deal to say In the
The secret of youth is ELIMINAan
estimate
he
employed
ary motions,
TION OF rOISONS from your body.
last session of the Sixty-fiftcongress
then in use of the radius of the earth
Thii done, you can live to be a hundred
In criticism of the war department and
and enjoy the good things of life with
which, based on the value of a degree
more especially of the alleged Injusas much "pep" as you did when in the of latitude then
as so er
systice of the army
springtime of youth. Keep your body roneous as to prevalent,a
in good condition, that's the secret.
discrepancy
produce
tem. The hostilities between Senator
Watch the kidneys. They filter and between the real force of gravity and
Chamberlain and Secretary Buker have
purify the blood, all of which blood thnt required by theory to explain the
not ceased with the adjournment of
passes through them once every three
an
Indicated
motions
and
only
npproxl
in
minutes.
clean
and
them
Keep
congress.
proper working condition and you have mute verification of his theory. Ac
In the latest encounter Secretary
nothing to fear. Drive the poisonous
a
for
number
abandoned
he
cordlngly,
wastes and deadly uric acid accumulaBaker sent a telegram to Senator
homothat
a
of
years the hypothesis
tions from your system. Take K)LD
Chamberlain laying the blame for failMEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules and you geneous attracting sphere behaved as
ure to correct the evil in the
will always be in good condition.
Xpti
If all matter was concentrated at its
will feel strong and vigorous, with
system upon congress. He decon
took
other
and
studies,
center,
up
elastic
muscles.
steady ne.rves and
clared he had proposed a remedy a
GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules sistlng chiefly of investigations of the
year ago, but congress had not acted.
are imported direct from too laboranature of light and the construction of
The senator promptly retaliated
tories at Haarlem, Holland.
color.
Newton
on light and
They are a reliable remedy which theories
with a letter in which he declared Mr.
bis been used by the sturdy Dutch for died March 20, 1727 (old sty'le), and
Baker's remedy would have made the
over 200 years, and has helped them
his remains were Interred In West
to develop into one of the strongest
system "even mors reactionary, if
minster
abbey.
and hearthiest races of the world. Get
possible, than It Is nv." He charged
Do
not
take
them from your druggist.
that Mr. Baker's proposed remedy was
a substitute. In sealed packages,
The Substitute.
not made in good faith. The senator
three aiaaa. Adr.
"Was that man who talks so much
hen proceeded to cite statements recently made by M, Baker stanchly
renlly overseas?"
lefendlng the
system against the attacks by General Ansell and
Nice Time Was Had.
"Not quite."
n congress and continued:
Tommle (nge five) Yestadny was
"What do you mean by that?"
"On March 10 you were blind to any deficiencies in the existing system ;
muh birthday.
"He Is frequently half seas over."
s indeed the evidence abundantly shows you have been deaf throughout the
Jimmte Gee, what did yer pa and
war to complaints about the Injustice of this system."
Ha give yuh?
Golden Silence.
Tommle Ma gimme a bath and pa
Willie "Pa, what Is the better part
gimme a llckln'.
of wisdom?" Pa "To know when you
have said enough, my son."
"ARMY OF THE GREAT WAR"
Ignorance may be bliss, but one's
It isn't what a man doesn't know
knowledge of one's Ignorance Is what
blisters.
that worries him, but what he knows
The United States Is to have an
others know he doesn't know.
American association of veterans, of
Proofreaders
are practical
the world war tinder the name of
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
"Liberty league," "Army of the Great
War," or something of the kind. A
convention to be called November 11
In Chicago will pass upon various preliminary steps of organization taken in
the meantime, both abroad and at

K
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Swift & Company's Protit of 2.04
cents on each dollar of sales

IS NICHOLAS ROMANOFF ALIVE?
Is Nicholas Romanoff, former
Knsginn czar, alive or dead? fternard
Naumberg, a Now York lawyer, has
been mimed by Supremo Court Justice
Benedict In Hrooklyn as a rmimiltteo
of one to And out. The Aiirlne Transportation Service corporation early In
the war transported a largo quantity
of sugar to Russia on the then e.ar's
order. Before collection was made
Nicholas was deposed and, according
to generally accepted reports, slain.
Mr. Naumberg learned that the. czar
had $1,000,0(X) on deposit In the National City bank. He obtained a court
Judgment for $U7,4r0, but upon presenting It to the bunk was Informed
the bank could not pay out any of the
fund unless Nicholas either was served
with notice or proved dead. He then
applied for appointment of n receiver
for the fund. Justice Ilenedlct denied
the application, telling Sir. Naumbcrg
It would he uecessury first to serve
Nicholas with notice r, after proving him dead, serve notice upon his next of
kin. The next of kin would be his wife, If she Is alive; if not, his children
If alive; If not, Michael Romanoff, his brother, who at last accounts wu alive.
The Giornale d' Italia of Kome prints an Interview with Stefnnla Turr,
the daughter of a Huugarlan general, who quotes Prince Obolensky, former
captain of the Russian Imperial gunrd, as expressing his firm belief that the
Russian royal family Is still alive and "perhaps hidden in northern Russia."
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The F,avor Lasts!

AS YOUNG AS

YOUR KIDNEYS

shows the distribution
of the average Swift dollar received from sales
ee' Pork an mutton, and their
during 1918. The magnifying glass brings
out the distribution of the 2.04 cents profit
per dollar of sales:
.94 of one per cent goes to pay interest
on borrowed money, taxes, etc.
.50 of one per cent goes to pay divi- dends to shareholders.
.60 of one per cent remains in the
business to help in improving and
financing the business.
Total 2.04 per.cent
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1919 Yenr Book of interesting and
instructive facta sent on request.
Addreil Swift & Company
Union Stock Yards, Chicago, Illinois
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Back to he Ranks.
At one of the otllcors' training
schools n young enmlLdnte for shoulder
bars had a v puny of new men out
drilling. After calling some easy squad
formations he suddenly yelled for a
company mimeuver and In executing It
throw the nifn out of formation. After
viilnly tryluK to straighten them out
he finally shouted: "As you wore ten
minutes ago." Ami he wondered why
be failed to get his commission.

ArmuJ fiunnliea
r r - - Nlnr Flrnarta.
r
I!y those who use the export atatl
tics of tills country, It is Important t
know that thfc report of export At

Result of Work.
"Maud
Kftcham's bands do not
show uny Hlgns of toll." "The one
with the engagement ring on It does."

Rather Mixed.
"How does the new quiptfon depart"
nient work 7"
"It doesn't answer."

If you don't like your Job
When n (log linrkH at the moon all
It will suit somebody
night It Is h sure sign of Insomnia on worry.
soon.
the part of the dog and others.

OIL CO.

DUKE-LEO- N

19.

GrowWheat in Western Canada
One Crop Oiten Pays

for the Land

home,
Six hundred

VMtm Canada offen

the greatest advantases to home seekers.
Large profits are assured. You can buy on easy payment terms.

Fertile Land at $15 to $30 per Acr- eliana similar to that which through many years has averaged from 20 to 45
I

buahela of wheat to the acre. Hunareaa or cases are on record wnere innenenern
Canada a atnflle crop naa paia me cobi 01 iana ana production, i uovem- menu oi me uominion aim rruvim-- wi iHuiiwm, duuitiKu uiu
the farmer to proa per, and extend every poaaihle encouragement and help to

t

taraiH WrUWIIIK

MMI
emu

CAt
siuvn

DIAIHAI ...

improvements).
churches; splendid climate; low taxation (none on
For Dmrtfcalara u to location of landa for Ml, mapa, M umrnwn iiceraora.
or
nduoad railway rate, ate., apply to Bupt. of Immigration. Ottawa. Cam.,
W. V. BENNETT, Room 4, Bee Building, OMAHA, NEB.

Canadian Government Agent

..

aiaaai6.r3faiiK;oe?

and hoga will remain.
price oi grain, cattle, aheep
Loans for the Durchaae of atock may be had at low Interest;
best of markets; free schools;
facilities;
there
are good ahipping
I
I

HI
mi.
i

"doughboys," "medW3E
ics," "blrdmen," engineers, artillerycolonels
men, "noncoms,"
captains,
and generals assembled In Paris and
formed a tentative organization. An
executive committee of six, equally divided between officers and enlisted
men, was elected, with Ool. Milton J.
Foreman of Chicago chairman. A
similar organization is being formed In
this country among the soldiers who
did not get overseas, under the lead
of Lieut. Col. Theodore Koosevelt,
whose portrait Is herewith printed.' A
tentative constitution thus lit tines membership in the proposed organization:
."Those eligible for membership shnll be nil the officer ami otillnt"d perlit any time
sonnel of the mllltnry and naval services of the United SlnH-during the period from April C. 11)17, until November 11, 11)18, (xeepllng lliotto
persons who failed or attempted to evade th 'ull tcrlontmmi) of hiicIi
lervlcc."
The provision is Interpreted (is Including the member? of 1n; nuiKliig
corps, girl telegraph operators and field clerks, but nut tl.it members of auxiliary welfare organizations.
The Chicago convention Is set for November 11, In the hope tt.ut It is
lata, tn allow for the rut urn of tliu exuetlltlonurv fnreu.

not Include supplies curried on urtny
and navy transports for use of our e
petlKlonary forces ulmmil. However,
supplies curried on vessels oilier thutr
those mentioned or sent aboard by tin
Ited Cross or oilier agencies are IrK
eluded In tho domestic exports of th
country.

Capital $100,000.00

Shares $10.00 Par

Drilling Contract Awarded
Development Under Way

-

the heart of the famous Duke (Texas) field.
Surrounded by production, proven and prospective.
1
miles from Phoenix well, (2,500 bbls.)
l miles from Duke wells, (4,000 bbls.
2 miles from Knowles gusher, (10,000 bbls.)

70 acres in

STOCK. STILL. SELLING AT

PAR

Bankers in every state in the Union are among our
stockholders.
Your local banker is authorized to accept your subscription. See him at once or mail check to
VANCE MUSE,
108
Reference:

Sales Mgr., Fort Worth, Texas
liast Sixth Street

Cimens National Bank, Dublin, Texas
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Cuervo Clipper

ANTIQUITY OF

QUESTIONNAIRE
'

Published Every Friday,

ANSWERS WHICH WILL SOLVE
PERPLEXING
OF
PROBLEMS
THIS RECONSTRUCTION
RA.

j

DECORATIVE ART

By
Query. The government hast laiinehfd
an educational campiilKn to em ourio'11
Isulldlricr In order to put more men to
work. Would not
similar movement lo
fhow how thi old ulruiliir.s run Iid hent
W.
and" most economically r.!julrr.J and niuilii
(ad as new also help?
Editok And Manager.
Answer. It Is learned Hint such n
M
plan Is In effect nnd !s linked directly
wltti tlio Washington priHiiiumhi.
Entered is second-clas- s
mailer
on April J7(li, 19011, at I lid Peit
.Industry must bo turned bad: from
works of ar to (lie ways; of .pence.
office at Cuervo, New Meatco,
Kinploj-meiimust be found, . In Die
under the Act of Coneeas of
meanwhile, for those v. hose occupa1879.
March,
tion has been Interrupted. There I 110
'
real surplus of labor In
One year
$ 1.00.
Slates.
Itntlier- - tbero Is ti .shortage,
Six months
$ .50.
which would he notite If noriiiiil
s
$ .25;
Three esonth
were
restored', and one
top towards restoring tlivm w ill come
with resumption of repair work.
Advertising rai"S made known
on Application.
Covernineiit restrict Ions, Impiiseil by
Ibe iiecessHles of the war program,
liaim for many months pnt rclnrded
or rilloKellicr prevenleil constnicllon,
Irufirovement mid repairs.
These reNews From Correspondents
strictions ore now off, mid there Is
a
scurceij a town, a city,- n
Country. dwelling
or farm thnldues nut reveal
a erylnif need for proinpt utienllon.
Nothing delays such lastaiit netloa except the feellnc Hint prices ore high
or the time being mid may tie' lower.
That Is not logical.- No mutter what
than
Jt coats to repair, the cost Is
Hello, Readers.! Here 1 tome a tlu cost of nKlect No mutter what
jRin to try arid i ntertmn you for a the cost of paint, the wind mid the
weather will collect a higher bill in
while. Please In1 patient and it
deterioration
nod decay,
patience too heavily, I hug
to he pardom 1. The Editor had a
Qiiary What do you think of pnlnt as
last issue an Investment, asldo from Hie a f,eHi'iinca
piece in tins Clipper,
whrcU Stud, wit.li tin week's ihhhc, :lt lends? I.ues It really PAY to pnlnt u'
house reiulurly, ay, every tinea or foilr
the (Jlipptr would enter its
yea is 7
Answer. (Jood paint prornTly nn- year u a newspaper,. You
when neeiled Is the niitln thine hi
plied
said
unis
'tis
that
an
13
'mow,
iinikliiB a bouse Inst loir: and well. A
lucky nuinbtr, but let's don't lei house worth $'J,r0(i tau he
painted at a
t lift 13th
year b
unlucky lor the cost of about $VXt. In Oil years that
Clipper, Lot's all do our bit to house will need about 15 puinlliiKS,
the tolul eewt tit which will be JI,SH5.
U'tikhit it a lucky or luckier one.
Left
without pnlnt, wK-- a lioime would
Will, twice I Jant wrote, we have full Into complete
ruin In .At) years. Ro
heoti blessed with another good
tuklng 00 years ns u basis for our
Didn't challenge any one
stiew-- .
we find Hint with paint n lionie
for a enow fight t)te.iiiise I'm not n will last that tlmo la nood rondltlon
and will cost, plus paint, $1,375.
t
vary bad "snowflfhtor ;" 1 am
paint the house.would liuve to b',it
defuuted
when
cotne
vry easily
rebuilt at the end of HO yours n
In that. Hut, mnh! I do like it would br- ready for tinother
(iho snow) with cream, miKr, and renovutbui when the slMleih year a
rived. Cost, without paint, $.1,11110
flavoring. 01 course, the lighting
homo ready to fall to pieces. lines
would not bo any better with cream reBular pa lot Ins pit)
As the old
Initoh ndaije khj ;
mu.1
Bu'gm- thiin without in
my
"PAINT PAV3 . FOR ITSELF."
hut I .would, not tackle it

j de Clipper Publibbing Co.,

11

J. FERGUSON,

t

coinJI-dltlon-

.

Sorrowing

Ol'-Tli-

11

Variadero Voice.

1

Uz-you-

thir-tuctit- h

i

Wlth-ow-

--

-

V

litlier

way,, tho.
Query.
Now for the news, or this would o hand.
be as much "1 lay Weed Voice"as repnlntlnir

'

bnve n, nnnntlty of old paint
C'nn I use it for tlio tlrBt out In
my bum?
Answer.-On
no account should old
it would "Variadero
Voice" and
which bus become fnl be used
paint
be
voico
not
''so"
my
might
for prlialiiR ellber old or new winy.
quite
Old paint In Hint eondllhm Is
uk4
agreeable,
u fence, brickwork or tlnworli.
U
Wi M, Barries) weut to Cuervo, or
to
you value your barn Hiilllel.-ollftlouday.oi this .week. I putss we pulnt It, do It the Justice uf a Kood Job.
Vknndero farmers and farmi'iettcs
U. 8. Invents
nuiMt be terribly slow.
He reportt
"Dope."
lo Ibo war, the povorument
ed .of Seeiii(,aveial
plowing and liasIncident
faced the problem that bus so long
dinting between hi home and proved hnfllliiif to ooiaiuerelnl
of protecting iron and steel from
Cuervo,
U.. L. .1 'otter went to Cuervo, rust. In an attempt to solve this federal specialists have perfected various
last week.
forms of prolm-Hvcoat hid.
lu this
ver.il of the people ol this com. connection It limy be pertinent to uslc
whether commercial uses will not ho
iniiHity hftvo been real sick in the found also for tlio
"dopes"
last few days. All of them bud
which the government has Invented to
colds, and 1 lay Seed was oue be upplled lo nlrpUine whins nod which
are possessed of valuable wciilhor-re-sltitlnol thenv too!
and llreproof qualities.
d.'L. Nichols went to Vegas 12
dayfc (o. Mrs. Nichols is growing EFFECT OF COLOR UPON
THE
(juitt uneasy for fear she in desDURABILITY OF PAINT.
tined to be a widow.
Property owners who may have unMr. and Mrs. Monsinwr,-drovto
der consideration
tha painting of
Mon(or "LUnlgtd" to) Cuervo,
dwellings and other slruetures should
remeniber that- more thinible results
day.
obtained-whentinted paints are
I'ftt, Mot'non as out, in this vie are
used. Permanent coloring materials
Sunwith
another
mily
which have been ground by nmchlaa
passenger,
Into a high grade white pMut buse
day,
have iho effect of preventing "chalkof
me.
ahead
you're
My,
ing" und "chocking," two defects
say you're already green; 1 which are often observed when white
have to grow to
Rteni (or paints are u.seL
I

--

,

lu-s- t

Anti-Rus-

con-eer-

se-vs-

i;

,

Itu

will have to.) I'm
opinion you are. 1
thinli-lhgrouud i 80 moist tliat
will
seed
biy
grew wonderfully this
season, ami Hay Seed, will grow
too this summer il good gardens
niv raised.
Mr, and Mra. A I Boy Ion called
at l he home ol J.. L. Nichols, u
while, Friday of hint week.
s
Several of the
of this community have gone
to liowell to work..
Tho Sohonl attendance, are practicing and pteparing for a play at
thr tnd of school, at the bouse of
Max Ck.iiza.lt
white tht school
b
been in session.
1

ruetu hayseed

of

ibe

Name

e

PRETTY

COLOR

Ground
foiO
WliU

Whlta

LlKbt Gray

r

)Iiy Seed.

i'olor
M edium,

Yallow

Usht

lihie; Neutral

I.lKht
Same Oray, (Jray,
little dark- -

Gray

llrttn
I.laht

r

Lttht

lrb

(Iisy--

lllue

a

or
Cobalt

Lltht ntut Uiay,

Cray

Ttlusor
I.icht Oranf

low

Y

Llfht Clay

l.lcit

Grean

Oray,

Neutral lrab
Olive Green
Ivory
Ivory or
l.ruyleh
I.lftil llrttn
I.hrht Ool- e- Ltjjht Plus
Neutral
rilHl Yellow
Gray, Ivory
Gekl Inuuie Drlc Grton l.iclit Warm
Pi'Mb, Medium Otlva,
Mrm Oray,

j

Abimlmim

Oeam,

relft

Blue

U'uiut

l.lKlit

Hlua,
Ivory,

lit Ken
trul i.ray
lirown,
t
1. ill

Ivory

Tan

.

'

t'm- -

I'l.-rn-

Tark

Ivory,
I

ber. Cream

I.icht
Oram. Uht

Brown

Taa.

,

(Itny

lr
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PRESERVATION OF SURFACES.

In use for over 40 years!

Thousands of voluntary
letters from women, telling of the good Cardui
has done them. This is
the best proof of the value
of Cardui. It proves that
Cardui is a good medicine
fof women.
There are no harmful or

Crude but Effective Processes Employed by the Egyptians and Greeks of '
Pliny'a Day Noah Prudently
Waterproofed the Ark.
Whether point wax Invented In answer lo a need for a preservative or t
meet a desire for beauty Is a question
fully as knotly as the ancient one about
tlio relative time of arrival of the
chicken or the vgg. It was invented,
thctiRU, und It serves both purposes
eiMiuily; so whether It Is an ofl'sprliiK
of mother necessity r no adopted son
of beauty remains forever a disputed
question.
The first men, cowering under the
tierce and Khirlug suns of the biblical
countries, constructed rude huts of
wood to shelter thffm. The perishable
not are nf these structures caused rapid
decay, and It Is. probable that the occupants, seeking some artificial means
of preservation, lilt upon the pigments
of the earth In their sea rein It le perhaps natural to suppose that It was
tha Instinct of preservation' that led
men to tho search, although the glories
ot Hie sunsets and the beauties of the
rainbow may have created a desire to
imitate those wonders in Uiulr own
dwellings.
The earliest record of the application of a preservative to a wooden
structure dates from the Brit, which
was, according to the I'.ible, "pitched
within and without.'' The pitch was a
triumph of preservation whatever It
lucked us a thliiR of beauty,
iccorutloti applied to buildings first'
comes lo light with ancient ltahylon,
whose walls were covered with representations of bunting scenes and of
combat. These were dono in red and
the method followed was to pnlnt the
scene 011 the bricks at the time of
muniifacture, (insuring permanence by
tmklng. Strictly speaking, this was
not painting so much as It was the
earliest manifestation of our own fa-- ,
miliar kalsoinlnlng.
Tlio (list Hebrew to mention paint-lot- ;
Is Jloxes. In the thirty-thirchapter of the book of Numbers he
the Israelites, "When ye have
passed overdlie .Ionian into the land
of t.'anaan. then shall ye drive out nil
the Inhabitants of the land from be-ire yon sort destroy all thetr pic-

YjL

Ljk

drugs

habit-formi-

in

is

comnosed
J, medicinal
ingredients, with no bad

Cardui.

It

only of 'mil

V

after-effec- ts.

TAKE

The Woman's Tonic
You can rely on Cardui.
Surely it will do for you
what it has done for so
many thousands of other
womenl
It should help.
"I was taken sick,
seemed to be . . . ,"
writes Airs. Mary E.Veste,
of Madison Heights, Va.

"I got down so weak,
could hardly walk . . .

1

.

just staggered around.
. . I read of Cardui,.
and after taking pne bottle, or before taking quite
all, I felt much bettei. I
took 3 or 4 bottle;: at
that time, and was able to
do my work. I take it in
the spring when rundown; I had no appetite,
and I commenced eating.
It is the best tonic I evef
saw." Try Cardui.

All Druggists

ft

'

tures.

..."
later periods

NOTICE FOR

PUBLICATION
At
the Jews adopted
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
funny customs of the peoples who
obtiained power over them Olfice at Tueunir.ari, n. 111, Apr. 1, 1919.
and In the apocryphal hook of tlio
NOTICE is hereby given that Charles
Maccabees Is found this allusion to Bab
Ni
111.,
who, on
y, of Currvov
the art of decorating, "for as the mas1915, made Homestead I'jitry No.
16,
Aug.
ter builder of a new house must cure
for the whole building,' but he that 01850, Tucumcari Dislrh t, for WfeSW V4,
tinderliilcelh to set It out and paint It,
"mW'i, Sec. 18, T 11 0 R 25 E,nnd on
must "seek out things for the adorning Sept, 16, h)l5, made Add'l II. K lNo,028 1,
thereof."
Santa Fo Dist,for SKVi.ulSWls.Scc, lit,
Alltmiigli Homer gives credit to-T, 11 N., Ranpc 24 E. N. M. P. meridian
Greek for the discovery nf "pnlnt, the has filed
notice, of intention to make
allusions to It In the hooks ot Aioses, three-yea- r
Proof, to establish claim to
s
tho painted mummy cases of the
before
described,
and the decorated wulls of llahy-loi- r the land above
and Thebes llr lis origin at "a J. F. Harbin,1 U, S, Commissioner,, at
period lone antecedent to the tirecian Cuervo. N. M on may 20. MI9.
era. The walls of Thelies were paintClaimant mimes as witnesses:
ed 1,1)00 years beforo tho coming ot
"
Will
Christ, and
'Omer J, If, Eoasrtt,' K. TV Harrison, D, J,
years before
and C, A. WnuMcIl;' all 01
Jones
ainoto his blooiuln lyre."
The Greeks recognized the value of Cuervo, N. in.
paint ss a preservative and made uso
R. P. Donohoo, Register.
of something akin to It on their ships,
P."
11,
L. P. may 9.19)9.
F,
of
the
mode
Apr
writes
of
l'llny
boiling
wax and painting ships with It, after
which, he continues, "neither the sea,,
nor the wind, nor the sun can destroy
Ilia wood thus protected."
The Montana, being essentially a
warlike people, never brought the decoration of buildings to-- the lilirh plane
It hud reached with the (Irechet,
all that, the ruins ot Temped show All sliapos, sizes, ami prices
s
muny structures whose mural
made of the best Vermont
nro In fair shape today. The!
colors used were glaring. A black and Georgia niarbel.
background was the usual one and
worked thereon red, yel-- ;
low and bhre.
Intthe early Christian era the use of
moanlcs for churches somewhat supplanted mural painting. Still, during
the reign of Justinian the Chnrch of
Kaint Sophia was built at Constantinople and Its wnlls were adorned with
paintings.
See or write:
In modern times the uses of pnlnt
have come to. he ns numerous ns Its
J.
Taint Is
myriad shades nnd tints.
Cuervo, ST Mex.
unlquo In that its mime .ias no synoIs
It
no
and
for
there
substitute
nym
material. Bread Is the staff of life, but
paint Is the life of the stHff.
No one thinks of the exterior nf s,
GET ft; TO THE
wooden building now except In terms
of paint coated. Interiors, too, from
We can
painted walls and stained furniture
down to the lov Host kitchen utensil,
envelall receive their protective covering.
Steel, so often associated with cement
Is painted before It goes
to give solidity to the manufactured
stone. The huge girders of the skyscrapers are daubed an ugly but
red underneath the surface coat
of black. Terhsps the best example
of the value of pnlnt on steel Is found
Still ot
We
In the venerable Mrooklyn bridge, on
which s gang of palmers Is kept
continually. It Is scarce possible
envelopes,
t think of a single manufactured arer
and
paper.
ticle which does not meet paint SomCall in and se? us.
ewhere In the course of Its construction. So has paint grown Into tha
PRICES iilGHT.
?ecy marrow of onr lives.
Kgyp-tlnn-

OtfJuniet,!

decora-,-tlon-

CAN FILL YOUR

-

' ORDER

ebi-cle- ot

print your
letterheads,
opes, visiting, pro
and
fessional
business
cards,
note
circulars,
heads, statements,
and other blanks.
,

handle

go-li-

NOTICE

FOR
of

PUBLICT10N

the Interior,

I S. Land
Santa Fe, 11. m., Apr. 12, 191q.
Notice is hereby given that Juan Jose
Martinez, of Cuervo, N. M. who, on
App. 1, 1916, made Additional HomeKtead
Entry No. 021863, for-Lo- t
2, SwV4NEi,
Section
4,1
WSE'i,- 23 E.,
N., Range
Township 12
N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed .notice
of intention to make three-ye- ar
proof
to establish claim to the land above described Lelore United- Stale
Commissioner, at Cuervo, N. M., on Mav
27, 19Iy.

Department
Office

at

Claimant names

witnesses:'
D.
Monsimer,
both of Variadero, N. M., Anaclelo
Gonzales, Vicrorino Segura, both
Felix

as

E.

Chaves,

N. M

Francisco Deigado, Register.
FP Apr I8t
LP May 16, 1919..

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
the Interior, U.S. Laud
Departincntof
Office al Sunta
1919.
11,
Mar.
office at Santa Fe, N. M. Mar. It, 1919.
i
Notice is herein
that David W.
Notice is hereby (iiven that Mrs. EsHamilton Jr., of Cuervo, N. M. who on
ther F
mother ami' heir
made
Second Homestead
Mny 12, 1916,
of Floyd C. Hoover, deceased,
d
Li, try No. 025693, for NE'.,,. Section. 25,
N. M, who, on Nov. 29. 1915,
Sl.'i.-K'- t,
Sec. 21, ai.rl on July 21, ul7, Variadero,
made HoineMead F'.nlry, No. 02529a, for
made Ad.ri. li. E., No. 0322112, for
Stfc, Section 34,
Townshipr 12 N., Rdnge
'.i, NEV,SVVi, Scetio.. 21, T. ION.,
23 E., N..
M.
P.. Meridian, has
'.in;:o 21 E.,N. M, P. Meridian, lias filed
filed notice of intention, to make three-yea- r
nolii e of intention lo make
fund three
Prool, to establish claim to the land
year Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, bclore Unilcd States
above described, before United Slates
Comiuiss ioner, at Cuervo, Guadalupe Commissioner, at Cuervo, Guadalupe
Co. New Mexico, on Apr.
2 1. 191j;
Co., N. M., on Apr. 22,1919.
Claimant names as wilnesseB:
Claimant names as witnesses:
W. M. Barnes, J. L. Nichols, WUliam
Alnnso Osborne, R. C. Itrashcars, C. A.
all of Variadero, N. K. and
Boylan,
lirian and W. J. Ferguson,
all ol S. P.
Morison, ol Cuervo, N., M.
M.
N.
Cuervo,
Francisco DeTgado, Register.
Francisco Dclgado, Register.
F, P. Mar 2K.
L. P. Apr 18, I9I9.
F P Mar II.
L P Apr 11,1919.
NOTICE FO It PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR PL ELI CATION.
Interior
Department
II. S. Land
Department of the Inlerior, U. S. Land Office at Tucumcari, N.M. Mar. 20, I9I9.
office at Santa
M. Mar, 14,4910.
Notice is hereby given that Thomas C
Notion-iheieby given that Bonk MeCutchen, of Riddle, N. M., who on
Gvrdes, of Cuervo, N. fit., who, on Sept. 20. 1915, made. Homestead Entry
Feb. 23, 1916, made Enlarged Homestead No. 021759, i the Same YeIjmJ DisEntry, No. 025858 for Lots 1,2, NE''i, trict, for SE'i, Sec 13, T. 7 "N....R. 24 E.,
F.'iNW'i, Section 7, Township 8 N., and on Oct. 9 I9I5, made Add'l. Hd.' En
Range 21 E., N. M. P. Meridiam has try No. OI8975, in the Tucumcari Land!
Gled notice of inlention to make final
District, furSw'li.Soc. 18, Township 7 N.,
three-ye- ar
proof, to establish claim to R. 25 E N.M. P. Meridian, has filed
the land above described, before United
of intention lo make final three-yeaStales Commissioner at Cuervo, New proof lo establish claim to the land above
Mex.,011 Apr. 25, 19b).'
described, liefer: J. F.Harbin, I?. S. Commissioner, at Cuervo, N. M., 011 the
Claimant names as- witnessess:
B.F. Harbin, G. M- CunaingiKim, both of 20lll da-- of may, 1919.
Claimant naniej
Cuervo, N. M. and V. P. Ponder and V.
Ruruhart, both of Juan do Dios, N. M.,
J. L.IIall, W. E. Hall. J. O. Sneed and
Franeisco Dclgado, Register.
J. If. Cope, all of Riddle, N. M.,
F. P.. Mar 21. 1913 L. P. Apr 18, lo!9
R. I Donohoo, Register.
F. P. Mar 28,
L. P.
Apr 25, 1919,
aiv-ci-

N'l

IVrguson,

I.lKht (iray
mill Hlua,

Lleht Warm I.laht Cobalt

Spaninh-American-

Martin Clatk lias roup to woik
ou the JJell Ranch.
Siy, readers, yuess I'll stop for
this ume. II 1 don't, I'll not
Utow liiiythirg to wright next time.
(lood-nigh- t
and Good-bye- ,

SlencU

tlray-itrsf- n

Whlta

For
Weak
Women:

PROMPTLY.

COMBINATIONS.

SHppla
t'oatLllit lions

Strange Sources From Which
Pigments Used by Modern
YA
Painters Are. Derived. .

I

NOTICE FOIt I'LIIiLICATION.
Department of tho Inlerior, U. S. land
office at Tui umcaii, N. M. Apr. 1, 1919.
Notice i hereby given
that John
Charlton,, of Montoya, N. M., who, on
Feb. 18, 191b, made Enlarged Homestead
Entry No. 01oU5. lor SWliNE'4. NliSEU,
SEl4Eli,Sc.31,Nl:r.l-i,i1"2S7li- ,
Section
35, Township 9
Mange 27 E., N. M.
1
Meridian, has bled notice, of
three-yea- r
to make finnl
claim to the land
proof, to cs!al.Ji-above described before Register &
C. S. Land Office, at Tucumcari.
N.M. on May 23, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
R. V. Dickens, William Logan, boih of
Tucumcari, G. il. Thomas, ol Montoya,
Tuonias Taylor, of Inia, N. M.
K. P. Donohoo, Register,
F P Apr 11,
L'P may 9, 19I9

sale blanks, large
and small
ype-.wrlt-

Fe-N-

-

no-li-

r'

-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior. U. S. Land
Oljice at Santa Fe, iV. M. Mar. 27, 1919.
Noticeis hereby given that Victor Lee
Epps, of Santa Rosa, N. M., who, on
May
24, 1915, made Homestead Entry,
No. 023716, for E'iNEV,. NEV,SEVi, See.
21. wW-iN'A.SW1, SEViNVi,,,Sec 22,
T.: 7 N., Range 23 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention
to make
final three-yea- r
Proof lo establish claim
lo the land above described, before
United Stales Commissioner, at Cuervo,
Guadalupe Co., N. M., on may 9, !9IJ.
Claimant names as witnesses:
OX. Cook, of Cuervo.N.m. S. B.Tadlock,
of Juan de Dios, N. M, C. E. Epps, and
S. W. Morrow, both of Santa Rasa, N.Mi
Francisco Dclgado Register.
F. P. Apr 1,
L. P. may 2, I9I9.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, N. M. Mar. 28, 19b).
Notice is hereby given, that James
W. Petty, of Riddle, N. M., who, on
Mar. 4, 1916, made Second Homestead
Entry No. 021601, for llie South Half of
Section
25, Township 7 N., Ruuge
23E., JV. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
ot inlention to make final three-yea- r
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before United States
Commissioner, at Cuervo, Guadalupe Co.
N.M.,. on the 13 day of may. 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
W. E. Hall, J. L. Hall & J. O. Sliced,
all of Riddle,. N, M, and R. L. Fox,, of
Juan de Dios. N. M.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department ol the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Tucumcari, N.M. Nar. 19, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that George
C. Wright, of Cuervo, N. M
who, on
Aug .I9, 1915, made Home. lead Entry
No. 018814, far SWli.Sec. 13. .'Ill nn
June 1.x 1916, made Ad, Homestead Entry
019 .92, lor Sw HmiVu Sec. 13. SHhF.VjniviiEU.Secliou 14. Townsliip;9N.,Range'
2a K, IN. M. P. meridian, bus filed notice
of intention to make three-yeas
proof.
to establish claim to the land above described, before J. F. Iturbint V. S. ComY.,
at Cuervo, N.M., on may 12, 1919..
' Claimant names as
O. Sears. R. D. HulTman,
T. H.
Parsons and A.
Lyle, all wf Cuervo,

l.

witiu-sse.-W- .

IV M.

R. P, Donohoo, Register.
F P Mar 28.
L P
Apr 25, 1919.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department ol the Interior. U. g. Land
Odiceat Tvcuiueari,N, M marl9t 1919.
NOTICE is hereby Given iba-- .William
A. Wilkinson, of Ritchey, NJAfc, who,
on Deu. 15, 1915, made Eiil'gd Homestead
Entry, No. 01 7928, for S'2, Sec. 34, and on
Sept. 19, !i18, maile Add'l.
No. 020885.
for SVP4NEI4,
cnlry
Section
34, Townsliip
7 N. Range
25
East, N. M. P. Meridian, ha
filed notice of intention to make final
three-yea- r
Proof, lo establish claim to
the land above described, before J. F.
U.
S.
Harbin,
Commissioner
at,
N.
M.
Cuirvo,
on the llih day
F'rancisco Dejgado, Rigister.
of May 1919.
F. P. Apr 3.
I.. P. May 2. 1)19.
Claimant names as wilnesses:.Joe Ritchey, Ike Wood, F'. L. Pike-- all
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U S Land of Ritchey, N. M. and J. K- Murphy,
Otlicc at Tucumcari, N.M. mar. 19, 191g. of Ft. Sumner, N. M"
R. P. Donohoo, Register.
Notice is hereby given that Alice L.
t

Stock-raisin-

g

-

formerly Alice L. Whitelcy, of
Newkirk, N. M. who, on Jan. 3, 1916,
made F.nl. Homestead Entry, No. 019276,
for Si, Sec. 29, and on Sept. I9, I9I8,
made Add'l.
Entry No.
020y28. for SHNEU, Sec 29, S 4SEi, NE'4-EVi. Sec. 30, T. ION.
Range 26 E., N.M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to
make final three-yea- r
proof, to establish
claim lo the land above described before
Register & Receiver, U. S. Land 'Olfice,
al Tucumcari, N. M on May 23, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
L. B. Robertson, J. P. Aragon, both of
Newkirk, 11. m. and F II. Gibson alia
Millie Gibson, bolh of Montoya, N. M.
R. P. Donohoo, Register.
F P mar 28.
L P Apr 25. 1910.
Starker;

Stock-Raisin- g

S

,

HEAL) THE

CUPPER,

IT'S SI PER YEAR

FPmar28.

1918

L P

Apr

25,1919

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Depart ment of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Tueumcari.N. M., Mar. 21, I9I9..
NOTICE is hereby given that Una V.
Robertson, of New kirk. N. M who, on
Jan. 21. 1916, made En Homestead Entry,
No. 019336, for
S'iNE'i. Sec. 21. T. 10
N R. 25 E., N W'i, Scc.j9, S'aSWty, Sec.
18, Township 10 11., Range 26 E, N. M.P.
meridian, has filed notice of iuMmtion to
r
make final
establish
proof,.. t
claim to the land above described, befie
Register .v. Receiver. U. S.-- Land Office,
at Tucumcari. N. M.v on May 15, M9.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ada Covin, E, V, . Curry, Gumieindo
lioniero and I,. H. Robertson, all
of
Newkirk, N. M.
R. T. Donohoo, Register.
F P Mar 28,
L P Apr 25, 1919.
llirec-yea-

